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CAMPUS I EVENT

LOCAL I MEETING

Joint meeting ·plans progress
Coles Together,
Charleston, Mattoon
share updates
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor
Charleston and Mattoon's city
councils encouraged further planning on the project updates presented at Wednesday's joint city council
meeting.
Coles Together, Charleston and
Mattoon planning committees gave
prcsemarions on the progress of
projects that affect both municipalities, such as the reformulation of
corporate boundary lines in the two
cities.
"The corporate boundary lines
have been in the works for quite
some cime," said Scott Smith, the
Charleston city manager. "I think it
is important ro keep planning and
gee chis together and continue the

School of Business,
Business Solutions
Center will host
discussion at Lumpkin
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Mayor John Inyart listens to a discussion between city manager Scott Smith and city administrator Alan
Gilmore for Mattoon Wednesday afternoon at the Charleston Carnegie Public Library.

path," said Charlesron Mayor John
Inyart. "We want ro gee rid of chis
jagged sec of teeth."
proc:ess."
The legal reformulation will come
Corporate boundaries and water ar no cost co either city.
and sewer facility service areas from
Mattoon Mayor David Cline
Charleston and Maaoon have inter- said he saw no opposition on the
twined around Sarah Bush Lincoln city's side. Both sides agreed to conHealth Center and the Coles Coun- tinue the planning and further rhe
ty Airport.
process.
Maccoon serves both businesses
Afan Gilmore, the Mattoon
with water and sewer, bur Charles- city adminiscraror, discussed plans
ton has pares of both businesses to incorporate a one-source waste
within its corporate limits.
removal contract that would include
"It seems to me chat legally we residential volunteer recycling.
want co trade you the chunk of
Gilmore proposed an investiR.oure 16 for a liale piece of a bike gation into the possibility of com-

bining one waste removal group
to diminate costs of fud and better organize trash rouces. The residential volunteer program would
increase community participation
in the recycling program, removing
quantities of recydable items &om
the waste scream, he said.
"I think it's important to provide guidance and education in chis
endeavor," Gilmore said. "It is amazing ro see what can be taken out of
the waste scream when you know
what to recycle."
Both councils showed general approval for the idea in solving the waste issues of the two cir-

ies; however, the Charleston council
bdieved more research needed co be
conducted.
Cure Buescher, the Charleston
public works director, discussed
the scarus of the Inrergovernmcnral Cooperative Agreement between
Mattoon and Charlesron.
Lase year, Charleston paid a balance of almost $9,400 co Manoon
for use of their tub grinder and sewer camera chat grinds fallen cree
limbs and natural wasre from scorms
co dear the balance for chis year's fiscal calendar.

»

SEE CITY, PAGE 5

UNIVERSITY I ECONOMY

No drastic changes made to university yet
With economic
downturn, Eastern
endowment takes a dip

Panel to
focus on
local effects
of bailout

from the economic and financial
During a recession, return on
Perry said the srudent loan market
downturn.
investments slow and endowments provided by direct lenders could dty
The Eastern Illinois University receive fewer gifts from donors.
up a little which would affect affordFoundation, which !'louses the uniScholarships come from endow- ability of higher education of sruversity's endowments, has dropped ments.
dents.
13.8 percent since the beginning
"Another factor is if jobs are lost
Monticelli said che foundaBy EMILY ZULZ
of rhe calendar year.
tion cakes 5 percent off of a rolling and family members lose their income
Administration Editor
The endowments have suffered three-year average for scholarships. then chat's going co affect whether or
along with the equity markers, said
The foundation adds the values not they're going co be able co scare or
The University of Massachusetts Elizabeth Monticelli, senior con- from 2008, 2007 and 2006 and finish a college education," Perry said.
has cue its budget by $25 million sultant for Hammond Associates.
divides by three.
He said some impacts c.ould be
"Equity portion of endowmenrs
If one year has a drop, the roll- more srudenrs scarring at communibecause of statewide budget curs.
The University of California, decline as equiry markers globally ing calculation smooths out the ty college.
Berkeley, faces $28 million in cues. decline," she said.
Hucruarions in che market for the
"Thar's a rrend already simply
Although, the endowment has endowment account.
Boston University has put a
because of the cost of higher educafreeze on new hires and new con- outperformed equity markers,
She said the impact of the cur- tion," Peery said.
muccion projects.
which as a whole are down around rent economy would not be felt
He also said universities may see
The University of Memphis is 19.3 percent, Moncicelli said.
until 2010, 2011 or2012.
some srudenrs taking a break, going
delaying equipment purchases Like
Don Gher, chair for investment
"It will hurt, but they won't feel co community college and coming
laboratory equipment and library committee for the foundation and as much chis year," Moncicelli said. back.
books and subscriptions.
treasurer of the foundation, said
The foundation's spending and
Both of these could affect Eascern's
"We haven't taken any actions the foundation was able co outper- money will be reduced.
enrollment.
Uke thac at chis time," President form che global market because of
Fewer dollars will be given out
"lc's possible appUcarions could
Bill Perry said.
its diversified portfolio.
and spending money on scholar- decrease if there's a long-term downHe said the university budgeted
The foundation portfolio also ships will be h!duced over the nexr rum," Perry said.
conservatively.
includes fixed income and hedge three years, she said.
The opposite could happen as
"There would have to be a sig- funds, which were nor as affected
"It's a delayed impacc, bur we wdl.
nificant change in our stare fund- by the economy as stocks or equi- all know it's coming," Monricel"Normally in times of recession
ing for us to start considering such ty funds.
li said.
when jobs are nor as plentiful, indiaction," he said.
"We didn't go down like the
She said having a forewarning viduals rend co enroll in colleges co
Perry said he has concerns with stock markets because we had och- will allow the university to address retool, finish a degree or get a second
regard to scholarships.
er assets ro protect us in the down- the drop accordingly and will give degree," he said.
He said if there is a long-term turn," Gher said. "We were down everyone time to prepare.
Although tuitions at higher educadownrurn then he thinks rhe uni- but it could have been much worse
tion instlrutions are higher than they
if we had been in a stock portfo- Overall financial system
versity will have a problem.
were during the last recession.
"So really the issue is how quick- lio."
Perty said the university also has to
"Irs also possible with the right
ly will chis turn around," he said.
"If we go into a recession, look beyond endowments and look ar amount of financial aid char we
"I chink if ic rums around 'fairly which we are in, everything slows the overall financial system.
could have more people to apply,"
quickly we'll have some affect but down, and I think probably could
"I think some concern also chat Perry said.
impact the endowment," Monti- universities are having is availability
ic won't be a major affect."
» SEE ECONOMY, PAGE 5
ofsrudenc loans," he said.
Eastern has already faced effects celli said.

Business
professor
Richard
Whitaker will nor downplay the
economic rimes in che United
States.
"We are in a chaotic time in history for financial and economic places," Whitaker said. "So, this
panel is here ro provide opportunity to bear wbar's going on and the
effect on reality."
The School of Business and Business Solutions Center will host che
panel discussion, "Wall Street Bailout/Main Street Fallout," from 5 co
6:30 p.m. coday in the Lumpkin
Hall Audicorium.
Other panelist include business
professionals such as Jack Schultz, chief executive of the Agracel industrial developmenc firm
in Effingham, Brian Tims, general manager of Lorenz Supply
in Mattoon, Dan Downs, president of First Neighbor Bank in
Charleston and Chuck Lefebvre,
vice president of First Mid-Illinois
Bank and Trust.
"We have more diverse cross sectors of the panels, so we represent
academic side, bur we want co hear
from business leaders and hear from
affected owners and their marker
place," Whitaker said.
Whitaker said everyone hears
about this current siruation, but
may not understand it all.
"This impacts the real economy,
so we want to hear from chose who
the real economy impacts," ~ira
ker said.
Whitaker said there would be
several questions that will be discussed chat will allow business owners to learn and address quesrions
they may have.
"This is a significant evenr in
the last 75 years since the Great
Depression," Whitaker said. "This
is worldwide, and happening essentially in all countries."
He said chis happened from rhe
financial sector and led ro an economic effect.
Whitaker said this is the reality
because it is not only hurting the
government; it is affecting people
who are losing jobs.
Jeanne Dau, director of rhe Business Solutions Center, said the paneliscs would discuss issues relating
co business issues, loans and how co
invest.
Some questions will be preplanned and ocher questions can
be asked from the audience members.

»

SEE BAILOUT, PAGE 5
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ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK

T.I. votes despite being a convicted felon
The Associated Press
McDONOUGH. Ga. - "I:I.
originally choughr his voting privileges were revoked as a convicted
felon. unril he researched and learned
char under a Georgia law fdons are
eligible if they're nor currenrly serving probation or a prison sentence.
"Ir's a relief." said the besr-sdling rapper, who scood in line for no
more rhan 10 minuces on Wednesday before encering a polling ccncer
in suburban Arlanca ro vote for rhe
first rime in his life.
"This whac it is all abour, not
staying up fare and waking up early
ro vote," he added. "Now rather chan
just ralking about ir, I'm being about
it. I'm leading by example, and ic
makes me feel a lot better."
T.J., who already has rwo No. I
birs off his new album "Paper Trail"
("Wharever You Like" and ''Live
Your Life" with Rihanna), does have
several federal firearms offe~ and
ongoing community service endeavors, sremrning from his arresc lase
October for crying co buy automatic

weapons. Bue his lawyer, Srevc Sadow, confirmed thac he can srill casr
a baJlor because his scnrence doesn'c
srarc uncil lare March nexr year.
"Uncil he is sentenced in the federal case, he doesn'c have a conviction
yet," said Sadow of his 28-year-old
diem, whose real name is Clifford
Harris. "Even though he is a convicred felon, he has a right co vorc
since he is nor serving probation and
hasn'c scarred his prison sencencc."

Downey, Favreau reteam
on 'Iron Man 2;'Avengers'
LOS Ai.~GELES
Roberc
Downey Jr. will strap on his metal
suit co join the superhero ream effort
"lhe Avengers" in addition co "Iron
Man 2." Marvel Srudios announced
Tuesday.
Downey is reprising his role as
billionaire genius Tony Scark from
lasr summer's blockbuster "Iron
Man," with the sequel due out May
7, 2010, and "The Avengers," scheduled for July 15, 2011. The movies
are pare of a four-picture deal berwec:n Downey and Marvd.

Sub•cnpt>on price ISSO Pl" semester. S30 fol
•umlT1t'r, $95 all~·-

"Iron Man" direcror Jon Favreau
is returning to dirc:ct "Iron Man 2"
and serve as executive producer on
"The Avengers," which will ream chc
guy in rhe meral suit with Marvel
Comics heroes che Hulk. Capcain
America. Thor and others.
Don Cheadle h joining the "Iron
Man 2" case as Stark's ally Col. James
"Rhodey" Rhodes.
Cheadle replaces Terrence Howard, who played Rhodes in "Iron
Man."
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The late morning sun throws shadows across a group of students Wednesday as they cross the Martin Luther King Jr
University Union bridge.

WHATTHE-1 WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

University of Minnesota makes flu shot record try
The Associated Press

officer at the university's Boynton Health Service, declared the event "a wonderful success."

MINNEAPOLIS - The University of Minnesota
Mich. Dems' typo directs voters
chinks it has jabbed ics way into the record books.
More than 60 rrained personnd dispensed 1 1,538 to phone-sex line
DETROIT - Michigan Dcmocrars trying to gam
flu shots during a nine-hour period Tuesday at four
lolations around the campus in Minneapolis and St. interest in absentee voting have acddemally directed
people to .t phone-sex line.
Paul.
Stare party spokeswoman Liz. Kerr says a flier that
They hope chat puts them in the Guinness World
Records book for the most flu 5hocs given in a single included two absentee ballot applicauons had a misday. The old record was 3,271, sec in November of prinr in the number for a campaign hotline.
lhc flier came from the Michigan Democratic
2006 in Sanford, Ha.
111e official number will be rdeased on Wednesday. State Cencr.il Commmec and featured photos of presidenri.11 candrd.ue Barack Obama and U.S. Sen Carl
uni,ersity studencs. faculty, staff and their de
pendents were cl1g1ble to rcc.ctve the free \:ac.cmauon Levin.
Ihe error was 6m rcponed by WJBK-TV m l>eliiesday.
rroir.
;,E;p fihlir~r\ 41rcc.c9r and ~~15f public health

345-6533

~
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CAMPUS I SE NATE

EWP addressed at'What's your Beef?'
By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activities Editor

Dance to benefit
Charleston Food Pantry
Phi Epsilon Mu is hosting a Halloween dance from 7 to 10 p.m. today
at Pemberton Hall to benefit the
Charleston Food Pantry. Cost for admission is $2 or two canned goods.
There will be a costume contest and
a door prize as well.

Percussion Ensemble
concert Friday

ERIN MATHENY (THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Off-campus senator Drew Griffin, left, speaks to freshman music education major Jerry Crockwell, right, during the Student Government forum on Wednesday night in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

"I don't chink it's doing anything
bur spending unnecessary funds of
the students," she said.
Nolan added she has rried to
contact the people who are in charge
of chis program bur none of chem
would return her phone calls.
She said she looked inro the
internal budget book to see how
much scudencs are paying for chis
program, and ic was never made
clear what the exact amount was.
"h's all split up into ocher funds,"
she said. "So, we don't know how
much we are paying for chis."
Nolan said a few years ago che
university implemented a wric-

ing proficiency test for students co
cake in order to graduate. She said
chis rest would simply give students
multiple sentences to correct grammatical and punctuation e;rors in
chem.
"Well some scudenrs were not
passing and couldn't graduate and
there was like a drop in the graduation race,n she said.
Nolan said the university is trying to compensate chat problem
with having the EWP program.
Nolan added she does nor understand how chis program is helping
students become beccer writers overall and said chere mighc be under-

lying issues when it comes co EWP.
"Maybe coo many teachers are
giving ouc too many /\s when it
comes co papers," she said. "How do
we know chey are not geccing awarded co do chat?"
Nolan said there could be ocher
programs to help students become
berrer writers and have a general
understanding on grammar.
"EWP is Like a cop-ouc," she said.
"le is bypassing an essential problem
and there are underlined issues we
need co address."

Jessica Leggin can be reached at 5817942 or at jmleggin@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I SENATE

Officials explain duties of public office
Faculty Senate wants
to inform students on
the election candidates
By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor
Officials from across Coles
County are going co speak from 6-7
p.m. today in the Charleston/Matcoon Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
It is for all members of che community including students, faculty
and sea.ff.
"Yes, ic is for everyone," said
Michelle Marcin, srudenr liaison for
Faculty Senate. "I puc it cogecher
and Srudenr Governmenc is sponsoring it."
Marcin said it is important for
srudents co see who else is running
in the election.
"We all know who is running on
November 4, buc we want co bring
people of the community co say
what chey do," Martin said. "le will
noc be their platforms or anything
- it will be rhem educating the students about their posicion and discussing che speci1ic stacucory and
practical functions of cheir offices."
Srudencs will learn about the
responsibilities of these offices and
gee co know more about che democratic process.

Jazz combos in concert
today
Eastern's three jazz combos will
perform at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Doudna Fine Arts Center, Room
1360. The concert will feature classic
jazz compositions by Sonny Rollins,
Wayne Shorter and Hank Mobley
along with new compositions and
arrangements by Eastern students.
There is no charge for admission.

Students voice
opinions on issues with
graduation portfolio

Ashley Nolan believes che Electronic Writing Portfolio program
is an unnecessary requirement and
proposed che idea to get rid of the
program for students.
"We need to work on gerting rid
of chis unnecessary requirement,"
said Nolan, a senior English major.
"It is ridiculous and ic lessens our
degree."
Nolan spoke at Student Senate's
open forum "What's your Beef?"
Wednesday night. Nolan said her
and a couple of friends researched
schools che same size of Eastern and
talked with other srudencs about
writing programs in general co form
che basis of her opinion.
The forum was intended to allow
srudenrs co address concerns and
issues rhey have wich che senate.
Srudent Senate member Jeffrey
White said this forum was a perfect
opporruniry for srudents like Nolan
to come om and talk about their
issues.
"This is a great opp<>rtuniry," he
said. "We wane co talk to students
and also cell chem 'chis is what's
going on and what do you chink
abouc chis."'
During che forum, students
were allowed co approach rhe podium and addrrs.-: their is~ues. Nolan
was che only student who addressed
che senate at che podium during the
forum.
Nolan said she is still trying to
figure our what purpose che EWP
serves co srudenrs.

CAMPUS BRIEFS

SPEAKERS AT TODAY'S FORUM:
• State Senator Dale Righter
• State Representative Chapin Rose
• Darrell Cox - Coles County Sheriff
· Jan Eads - Chair, Coles County Board
• Steve Ferguson - Coles County State's Attorney
• Michael C. Nichols - Coles County Coroner
· Sue Rennels - Coles County Clerk and Recorder
• Roscoe Couglll - former Carleston Mayor

The speakers were more chan
willing to come
"Obviously, it wasn't hard co gee
county members and the state representatives," Marrin said. "They
thought ic was greac idea and they
would be filling in students as educated voters."
Martin hopes srudencs will come
because chey want co, not because
they are-doing it as extra credit for
a class.
The whole goal in doing chis is
to better inform srudencs on who
they are voting for.
"I chink ic is the students' civic responsibility co know who they
are vocing for, they should make
informed decision when they voce,"
she said.
Martin said she does not know
whether students are aware chat different names, other chan who is
running for president, will be on

che Nov. 4 balloc.
She said why not should scudents make an educated choice
about who will be running in the
community as well.
"This is just as important now as
it is in spring when municipal deccions are helc.. and in 20 l 0 when we
elect all Illinois conscicucional officers," Martin said.
Martin said, however, who is
running is nor important.
"This is ooc important, chough,"
she said.
Coles County Sheriff Darrell
Cox said he likes rhe idea ro inform
srudenrs and che community about
the sheriff's office.
"Every opporcunity I gee to
speak about the sheriff's office, I
take advantage of," Cox said. "I've
been requested to talk about the
sheriff's office and whac we do here.
There will also be a quescion and

answer session afterwards."
Cox said che election does not
have chat much bearing since he
will not be running uncil 2010.
"It is basically just an opportunity for me co talk about the Coles
County Sheriff's Office," he said.
However, he thinks it is important for students to become
informed about who will be running, ocher than che federal candidates.
"I would say your local officials have more impacc on the local
scene than federal candidates," he
said.
Student Governmenc will be
sponsoring rhe event and they
helped Martin gee the room for the
event along with equipment.
Eric Wilber, student executive
vice president, said he would talk to
the people who will be running for
office beforehand and cell chem ic is
a non-partisan evenc so chey cannoc
discuss their placforms.
"They will only have five minutes to speak," Wilber said.
Stace Represencacive Chapin
Rose, Coles County State's Attorney Steve Ferguson, Coles Counry
Coroner Michael Nichols and Jan
Eads, Coles County Board chair are
the only speakers up for re-election.

Hearher Holm can be reached at
581-7942 or haholm@eiu.edu.

The Percussion Ensemble wilt make
their Dvorak Concert Hall debut at
7:30 p.m. Friday in the Doudna Fine
Arts Center. With selections from Antonin Dvorak and Billy Joel, there will
be something for all music lovers.
Admission is free.

Historical, stylistic tour
of local cemetery Saturday
The Coles County Historical Society
and the historical administration
class of 2008-09 are offering tours
of the Mound/Roselawn Cemetery
Saturday. Historical tours will be
offered at 10:30 a.m., noon and 1:30
p.m. Stylistic tours will be offered at
11 :15 a.m. and 12:45 p.m.
The event is free and appropriate
for all ages. Some moderate walking
is involved. Visitors are allowed to
roam the cemetery grounds between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Brochures will also
be available for self-guided tours. To
get to the cemetery, follow Old State
Road (Route 316) going west towards
the Coles County Fairgrounds. Look
for signs to the cemetery walk on the
right side and park on gravel roads
by the chapel.

Tickets available for
Halloween plays
Tickets are on sale for two Charleston Community Theatre productions. The company will present"'The
Actor's Nightmare• and "The Real
Inspector Hound· starting at 7:30
p.m. Friday at the Tarble Arts Center.
"The Actor's Nightmare• is about an
unsuspecting citizen who is forced
into a production of different plays.
"The Real Inspector Hound"is a
murder-mystery spoof.
Call 581-2787 to reserve tickets.

- Compiled by Associate News Editor
Marr Hopf

CORRECTION
In Monday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News, Tim Robinson, an actor
in Second City, was misidentified in a
photo caption.
Joe Carter was misidentified on
Page 12 of The Daily Eastern News
as the lone MLB player to win a
World Series game on a walk-off
home run. Bill Mazeroski also did it
during the 1960 World Series.
The DEN regrets the error.
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS

To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor
in Chief, Kristina Pet ers, via:
Phone I 581-7936,
E-m ail I DENeic@gmall.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall
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STAFF EDITORIAL

DON'T PLAY TROPIC THUNDER
Shock and disgust wenc through
my bones as I read in Friday's 7he
~rge abour che showing ofTropic
Thunder being sponsored by a group
on chis campus! This movie repeatedly uses the cerm retard. which is nor
acceptable co me or che people with
disabilities in chis community.
The choice of chis movie demonstrates a disregard on rhis campus for
persons wich disabilities char permeares across the campus. If a group on
campus was showing a movie rhac disregarded the feelings of ocher protected minorities or women chere would
be an uproar!
The showing of rhis movie is irresponsible and unacceptable! Wake
up; people with disabilities should
be treated with respect! This campus
needs a course in diversity abour persons with disabilities. Eastern has a
duty and responsibility co serve individuals with disabilities, nor show
movies chat demean this group!
1bomas Sinc/4ir
Assistant Profusor
Departmmt of Special EJucation

CARTOONISTS NEEDED
The Daily Ea.stem News has a
Wednesday spot open for anyone in the
Eastern community co submit a
weekly or bi-weekly cartoon.
For more information contact
Rick Kambic, che Opinions Editor, ac
581-7942 or ar
DENopinions@gmail.com.

EDITORIAL POLICY

LITTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters co the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

1he Daily Ea.stern News.
1he DENs policy is to run all lecrers
chat are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words.
Leners co the ediror can be brought
in with identification co 7he DEN
ar 1811 Buzzard Hall. Letters may
also be submitted electronically from
the author's EIU e-mail address to

Silence cell phone in class
Cell phones have become quire distracting in
a mulrirude of different environments. Eastern
is arrempting co develop a cell phone policy in
regards ro the classroom environment, and President Bill Perry looked to che Faculry Senate for
advice on the matter.
"·That advicc is crucial to our consideration of
rnch a policy," Perry said. "A classroom cell phone
policy must allow an emergency text mcs.~age co
get co the classroom. The provost (Blair Lo"rd) is
working with the Faculty Senate on chis matter."
The faculty would obviously have to enforce
the policy; therefore, rhe ball is in the appropriate
court as to determining plausible opcions.
The text message alert system was implemented in rhe spring semester after numerous mhcr universities had already done so. This sy~rem,
coupled with the new emergency handbook that
was distributed earlier in the aeademic year, plays
a viral role in our suggestion co the senate.
We feel complete removal of cell phones
would be inappropriate and char students should
be forced to turn their phones on silent while the
class instructors have their phones on vibrate.
Cell phones are good tools for time, computerized document storage and music utilization.
Some professors allow students co listen to music
during lab rimes, and some classes require large
documents to be rransferred from lab computers
to home computers. This therefore ensures char
neither the professor nor rhe students are breaking the policy.

OUR VIEW
•Situation: The Faculty Senate is developing
a suggested cell phone policy for classrooms,
and President Bill Perry makes the final call.
•Stance: As for guidelines only, we feel that
instructors should keep their phones on vibrate
while students put their phones on silence.

The emergency handbook said all cell phones
should be silenced in the case chat an active
shooter is within a building. This way, students
who are in class would already have silenced
phones chat would nor attract acrention from a
shooter, but could still be used co make calls or
send text messages.
•the class instructors should be the leader of
any sicuarion, and therefore, rheir receiving the
emergency cexr message would allow chem co
concrol initial panic and evacuare students. Proper training of the material within to emergency handbook would couple the cell phone policy verywdl.
As for non-emergency situations, the use of
cell phono in class should nor be permitted
unless authorized by the inscrucror because we're
paying thousands of dollars co learn, not ro send
a rexr message to &iends or cheac on assignments.
Our view relies a lot upon individual inscrucrors, and the way co do this would be having each
instructor who is in favor of Ii mired use to put
in the syllabus when and for what reasons cell
phones can be seen in their classes.

Economic aW"areness offered
Discussion abouc the federal government's
OUR VIEW
Wall Srrecr bailout programs hits campus again,
• Situation: A panel comprised of local busiand students should cake advantage.
ness officials will be discussing the $700 billion
At the beginning of October, the econombailout bill's affect on the local economy.
ics and political science departments sponsored
• Stance: Forming this panel was a great idea
a pand discussion on the $700 billion economic
and students need to reserve seats to learn
more about the local effects of the bailout.
bailout plan. The panel focused on rhe positives
and negatives of the: plan.
Today, a similar panel will take place; however,
Golden Gyros, a restaurant off Lincoln Avechis time, local business and finance professionnue, closed after being open for less than one
als will discuss the local effect of the bailout proyear. A new horel was supposed co be builr in
grams from a business standpoint.
Charleston as well, but the deal fdl through.
Sleep Inn and Sui res backed ouc of its agreeThe panel, "Wall Srreer Bailout/Main Street
Fallour," will be presented by the Lumpkin Col- · ment and Mayor John Inyart said in an edition
lege ofBusiness and Applied Sciences' School of
of The Daily Ea.stern News, chat the chain decerBusiness and the Business Solution Center, and
mined ic co be a high-risk project.
begins ar 5 p.m. in the Lumpkin Hall auditoriThe panelists will be finance faculty member
um.
Richard Whitaker; Dan Downs, president of First
Ir is important that Eastem's campus and the
Neighbor Bank in Charleston; Chuck Lefebvre,
Charlcscon community take an acrive interest in
executive vice president for cruse and wealth manthis panel. Growing awareness can possibly build
agement for First Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust; Brisupporr for future economic advancements in
an Ticus, partner and general manager of Lorenz
Charleston and the surrounding communities.
Supply Co. in Mattoon and Jack Schultz, chief
The panelists will give insight on copies like
executive officer of the Agracel industrial develsmall business loans, investing money, business
opment firm in Effingham.
transactions and how rhe bailout will affect local
With the wide range of panelists, questions
businesses. There are preset questions, bur audiarc sure co be answered and a variety of copies are
encc members will have an opporruniry co ask
sure to be addressed in connection to the: bailout
their own.
programs. Those interested in attending are asked
to call the Business Solutions Center ar 581The panel may also give some insight inro
Charleston's business marker. Currenrly, che mar- 2913 co reserve a sear. So pick up the phone and
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In chc: past cwo weeks, I've faced some
of the mosr cricical, mean-spirited commenrs I've ever faced in my career.
It was weird, really, co see over 20 people calling me names like .. idiot," "jerk,"
even "faery" and "redneck" jusc because I
expressed discasce for a certain band.
After having a good laugh at the
expense of rheir anger, I began wondering
why people think less of someone because
of his or her opinion.
Where I'm from, the political acmosphere dominates nearly every aspecc of
Life.
In Springfidd, it's considered treason co say even one good thing about
Gov. Rod Blagojevich, seeing as how he's
screwed che city over multiple times in
favor of che corrupt machine supporting
him from up north.
We still pay to have che driveway at che
governor's mansion de-iced. He docsn"c
even live there.
Anyway, rhe mostly-conservative
atmosphere in the greater Springfield area
provides little room for any crazy liberal
nocions had by geek journalists like yours
truly.
In Springfield's State journal-Register,
letters co the: editor arc more like a continuing argumenc between rwo sides of
the political spectrum.
Whether the ropic is politics, religion
or a pancograph in one of the parks (seriously), rhe letters sometimes reach the
grim poinc at which personal attacks are
being made with che newspaper as its
medium.
As we all know, the First Amendment
guarantees the right to free speech. This
encourages what is known as "the open
marketplace of ideas." By examining ocher opinions, we are able co revise or reaffirm our own notions.
This righc doesn't say everyone has co
agree, or char some opinions matter more
than ochers. So why do we hold lesser value of the dissenting opinion?
The human ego encourages people
co hold their opinions higher than others'. and understandably so: One's opinions have: more bearing on the self than
the group.
By this logic, people are rducranr ro
hear other opinions because they fear
their own opinions would be compro-

mised.
To avoid this, people may act like lirdc
kids, plugging their ears and screaming.
"I'm nor listening!"
Those who arc more open, however, will hear the opinion unafraid of how
it might conflicr with theirs. Whether or
not they complecdy change their stance
depends on how they interpret the: message, but the point remains valid.
To chose of you wirh your ears
plugged: Good thing your eyes aren't carered too. It's time to rake ochers' opinions
more seriously instead of insranrly thinking less of the person wichouc even knowing him or her. Llsten co ocher people;
you never know what sorts of new knowledge chat may be gained from the experience.
Or maybe I should jusr srop ripping
on the Disney Channel.

P.l.l·looow~-AJr..u~..~';<;."---·~
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CAMPUS I MEETIN G

Service hours proposal fails, absence change pulled
Proposal for Committee
on Constitution
Oversight will be tabled
until next week
By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor
The proposal to extend office
hours from rwo to four hours failed at
the Student Senate meeting Wedncs.
day night.
The proposal failed 17-9.
One more vote was needed to pass
the proposal.
Since che proposal failed, the senate will look at having time cards for
Srudent Senate members to use in
the Student Activities Cencer.
The proposal to have absences changed from chrcc: to four was
pulled because of che failure of the
office hours proposal.
The proposal to have a Committct on Constirurional Oversight will
be tabled until next week's meeting.
If it passes, the proposal would
give the opportunity for anyone
interested in joining the committee
to review the constitution.
"The reason I wanted to draft

» Economy
FROM PAGE 1

Hypothetical situation
Perry said some states, such as
Aorida, have faced significant cuts in
higher education funding.
"For chis fucal year, wc have our
uc appropriation," Perry said. "We
&cl~ have anyindicauon chat any of
ic will be called back."
He said as the spring approaches,
the university will find ouc more of
whar che fiscal year 2010 budget and
swe funding will be.
"We'U look at our owrall budgcc and see what kind of things we
would consider in terms of developing a balanced budget for fiscal year

» Bailout
FROM PAGE 1

Advice will be sought from the
professionals about small and large
business owners and when they
chink che market will be scabiliz.ed.
Ocher questions for bankm
include whac kind of criteria will be
looked for when dispersing a loan.
"Our goal is co gee permanent
and cimdy infonnation to the people who need it, which are our busi~ in Charleston, and it is a good
bming experience for people here

commiccec," Griffin said. "Once rhe
committee has convened, we would
like to ger as many executives. senators and students as possible on che
committee."
Srudenc Body President Levi Buigar said be chinks che proposal took
care of every last issue che Senace had
with revising che constitution.
"le is very chorough and lengthy.
and it is important chat everyone looks
at it," Bulgar said.
Chris Kromphardc, chair of che
academic affiUrs committee, said next
week student senate member Michdle
Murphy would talk to Faculty Senate
about che research that is being conducted ahout extending library hours.
He added he has a list of tentative
groups to talk to abouc library hours.
ERIN MATHENY I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
"We have a list of tentative groups,
Senior English major Ashley Nolan speaks during the audience participa- but are planning on visiting several
tion portion of Wednesday night's Student Senate meeting about the
groups through the monch of NovemElectronic Writing Portfolio in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther
ber," Kromphardc said.
King Jr. University Union. Nolan and a group of other students gathered
Griffin said the external relations
research on the EWP program at Eastern and other schools that have
committee, along wich che city of
similar program s and wrote up a paper, which she submitted to the senCharleston, is looking at extending
ate, voicing their concerns regarding the program.
bar hours for Charleston.
lo other business, che proposal to
legislation was to get as many viewGriffin has been working on the have a survey on behalf of the srudenc
points as possible," said Drew Griffin, proposal for about a month.
relations committee and Universichair of the external relations commit"Rtally what I am hoping is for ty Development and Recycling Comche (Student) Senate to open the mittee on campus safety passed.
tee and creator of the proposal.

There will be a campus safety walk
chat will be sponsored by srudenc government on Nov. I 0, 11 and 13.
Eric Hilmer, chair of the srudenc
relations committee, said lights, cameras and safety poles could be examined during the safety walk.
"It has been a quire a while since
we had a walk like this," Bulgar said.
"There are a lot more open spaces by
Doudna and che Union and a lot of
lights are not working. It is just the little chings wc can do."
The residence hall proposal also
passed with a vote of 24-1 to have
all student senate members have the
chance co go co residence hall meetin~ and have this count as pan of
cheir two office hours.
The proposal co have che grievance
program moved to che Speaker of the
Senate also passed with a vote of21-31. All e-mails will be now senc co che
Speaker of che Senate and he will forward chem co che necessary committee
members.
The proposal to have srudent government name badges for all srudenr
senate members was also pulled from
che agenda.

the progruns.
will consult broadly within the university, consult wich faculty and sraff
The third is the Physical PlanL
"So in case chere are cuts to our before making any decisions on dealstate funding. wc would scan at our ing with any budget cues chac might
physical plant and look to see, this is come our way," Perry said.
regrettable but often times what you
have to do is there ocher maintenance Professional opinion
wc can defer," Perry said.
Ghcr has been in the business for
He said the university will always 37 years. He co-founded Coldstream
keep the facilities safe and operating Capital Management and was manbut fix-ups and paint-ups can be put aging director and chief investment
off to save costs.
office before retiring in June 2007.
"What I'd hope is when facing
His investment and econombudget cuts we could handle it all ic views have been cited in The Wall
there and we wouldn't have to start Street: Journal, CNN Money, Forbes.
com and many more.
impacting our programs," he said.
Perry said the discussion ac this
"No one has seen chc rypc of envipoint is hypothetical.
ronment we're going through," he
"l don't want to be in that kind of said.
situation, bm if ir's forced upon us we
He said che economy has to be

separated from che economy.
The economy over all is not as bad
as it was many rimes in che past, Gher
said. He said che economy is not as
bad as in 1982 or '83, '73 or 74 or
che Grear Depression.
He said chere was a financial crisis
char could have gotten out of hand.
"The government bas taken many
steps so chat we do not fall into the
abys.s," Gher said.
From the financial market side, he
said no one has ever seen chis rype of
environment.
"It's totally different chan any rype
of financial decline we have seen in
rhc pa5t," he said.

enterprise zones to more accessible
places in Coles County co the coun-

Angela .~riffin said there is "really no
update.
Griffin said Coles Together indicated chat boch candidates support che
integration of clean coal energy rechnology. A timdine was rtoc given for
furthering che FurureGen project.
"Although I cannot give a rimeline, I chink it will be a cop priority in
either of the presidential candidate's
recm, so I chink we can sec something in less chan a year after they take
office," Griffin said.

2010," Perry said.
He said when having to cut costs,
universities will at first cut coses on
che small-dollar items, like buying
supplies.
"If there was a significant decrease
in state funding for next year versus
chis year, wc would have to look at
that very carefully," he said.
Perry said when thinking about
the budget, there are three imponanc
priorities.
The first, he said, is Eastem's people.
The university wants to suppon faculty, staff and students, keep
the campus looking good, and keep
maintenance and utilities working
properly.
The second university priority is
at Eastern," Dau said.
Dau stated they wanted chis
panel discussion co happen immediately.
"We wanted co be timely, so
we put chis together within rwo
weeks," Dau said.
She and Cheryl Noll, the interim chair of che School of Business,
decided to gee a group of professionals from Eastern and from che
local area co discuss chese issues
that currently affect everyone.
Brittni Garcia can be reached at
58 I 7942 or or bmgarc1a@e1u edu

>> Council
FROM PAGE 1

cils.

A scorm on June 6 made major use
of Mattoon's rub grinder and now the
balance is Mattoon's bill of $6.500 to
Charleston's bill of $29.480.
"Pare of the balance will be taken care of by a FEMA reimbursement, which should allow us to catch
up quicker to Mattoon in che agrecmenc," Inyart said.
Coles Together Vice President Anthony Pleasant showed the
mapped progression of moving

taken over by residential and retail

He said old design had major areas
areas that could not take advantage of
che zone. Bcne6cs to industry, manufacturing and warehousing groups
would include a 10-year period of
property cax evasion.
Pleasant said he would move forward with plans to airer the enterprise
zones of Coles County if the councils
had no questions. They did noL
As for che Coles Together project
of FururcGen, president and CEO

Heorher Holm can be reached at 5817942 or hahofm@eiu.edu.

Emily Zulzcan be reached at 581-7942
or or eozufz@e1u.edu.

Krystal Moya can be reached at 5817942 or ac ksmoya@eiu.edu.

Find a list of participating schools online at:

\N\N\N.eiueedu/careers
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CAMPUS I EVENT

Talent showcased at Open Mic event
By MELISSA STURTEVANT
Steff Reporter

ALYCIA ROCKEY)TI1E DAILY EASTatN NEWS

Lucas Jacobson of Warren Charles plays t he guitar at University's Open Mic event Wednesday night.

Open Mic Night was held ar 7th
Street Underground Wednesday night
allowing srudenrs ro perform and show
off their talents.
Mike Lanimore, a sophomore political science major, performed and was one
of the winners. He performed a hip-hop
song saying that anything and everything
hip-hop was something he would do.
Larrimore said the Open Mic Nights
are a good thing to have on campus.
"It is a great opportunity to inspire
artists to come out and get their voices
heard," he said.
The band Warren Charles uavded
from Los Angeles to perform as well.
Warren, who goes by his middle
name Peter, and Charles, who goes by
his middle name Lucas, entertained srudencs by showing off their ability to per-

form a variety of music styles. The brothers write most of the songs they perform
themselves, which are inspired by personal experiences.
"It's funny because when I wrote our
song. 'The Elephant in che Room.' it was
inspired by a convcrsacion I had with
my grandfather after the death of a family member," Peter said. "Bue it ended up
being a funny song." •
The brothers have been playing
together for 15 years. According to
Lucas, one of their first performances was at their mother's wedding. Lucas
explained cravding and being in a band
with his brother is a lot of fun.
"It's great to sec all the spontaneous
things that happen on the road," Lucas
said. "It's also awesome to get a vibe olf
of the audience."
Melissa Stryrrevanc con be reached at 5817942 or at DENnewsdesl@gmailcom.

STATE I ROUNDUP

Students plan to revive Chief llliniwek mascot at rally
The Associated Press

ing caricature. The NCAA also levied sanetions against the: school.
Universiry spokeswoman Robin Kaler says the school has nothing
to do with the performance. But she
says it can't scop the students from
exercising their right to free speech.

CHAMPAIGN - A University of Illinois srudent group plans
to hold a Chief llliniwek rally at
che Assembly Hall on campus next
month.
Srudents for Chief Illiniwek has
rented the arena and says the event SIUE terror threat
is planned for November 15th. le is suspect jailed
scheduled to include a performance
EDWARDSVILLE - A former
by Logan Ponce, a student chosen Southern Illinois University student
to be a sort of chief-in-waiting in charged with threatening a "murcase the university ever reinstates the derous rampage" has been jailed for
mascot.
attempting to buy a machine gun.
Illinois stopped using che chief
A judge in Madison County
mascot lase year after years of pres- revoked bail Tuesday for Olurosin
sure by American Indians and oth- Oduwole. Prosecutors say Oduwole
ers who saw the mascot as a demean- is being held in a Sc. Louis jail until
~
~--~~,..

he can be extradited to Illinois.
Oduwole was arrested in July
2007 after police found a gun in his
apartment and a note in his car that
threatened killings similar ro rhe
Virginia Tech shootings. Authorities
allege the 23-year-old was living in
Missouri earlier this month when he
violated his $I 00,000 bond by trying co buy a semiautomatic gun.
Chicago to New York
on delays: 'It's your fault'
CHICAGO Chicago can
blame New York, at lease in part.
Federal officials say many of the
delays plaguing O'Hare International Airport are due to congestion at
New York airports.

U.S. Transportarion Secretary
Mary Peters told reporters at O'Hare
on Wednesday that "Chicago
sbouldn'r have co play second city to
New York's aviacion .shorrcomings."
Peters says new data shows fewer
than half the flights between O'Hare
and New York's three airporrs are on
time. That compares co an almost 80
percent on-time performance for all
other Rights.
A $ 15 billion upgrade of O'Hare
is supposed co reduce delays. But
Peters says New York congestion
undermines that.
She says her department is crying
to address che problem, including by
redesigning airspace patterns around
New York.

Southern Illinois oil well
explosion kills 2, Injures 5
CROSSVIUE Authorities
say an oil well explosion in southern Illinois has killed two people and
injured five ochers.
Medical helicopters airlifted four
of the injured victims from the ~ne
of che Wednesday morning explosion west of Crossville.
Anita Sullivan of rhe White
County Shcritfs Department says
the names of chc victims have not
been released pending notification
of family members.
Sullivan says Grayville-based
Mason WeJI Servicing was working
ro cement a finished well when rhc
explosion occurred around l 0 a.m.
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Some men are not who
you think they are. Your
neighbors, your friends,
even members of your
state's National Guard
have joined over 1
million other men
as Freemasons.

FIND OUT AT askamason.us

NATION I ELECTION 2008

ILLUSTRATION BY AMY NING I MCT

Presidential candidates Barack Obama and John McCain are the Democractic and Republican nominees for Tuesday's election. Obama and McCain are the two front runners.

Students weigh in on candidates
Campus choices vary
as election draws near
By Brittni Garcia

Campus Editor
Freshman Laura Clark may be
undecided in her major, buc is I00
percent sure she knows who she is
YOting for in this year's presidential
dcccion.
Clark is voting for John McCain
and Sarah Palin because of personal beliefs.
"I am vc:ry conservative, and I
think Palin will help McCain with
amportant decisions," Clark said.
McCain's stance on the Iraq war
bas a lot to do with Clark's vote.
Qark said she knows Obama does

~~~=:'!~~~~~~~

any longer than they need to be, but cd the 7th District of Georgia in che
agrees with McCain's idea of Ameri- U.S. House of Representatives from
can troops not needing a permanent 1995 to 2003.
presence in Iraq.
"A lot of his policies and beliefs
Sophomore Amanda Adams is line up with what I think the counalso supporcing McCain's polirical try needs co be going," Hobkirk
said.
campaign.
"I follow what my family folHobkirk is currently frustrated
lows, and we arc very conservative," with the way the economy is going
Adams said. "Although I am very and the government's plan to coropinionated, I stick to my family's rcct it.
beliefs."
"The government is buying evcryShe added her family's beliefs arc thing and that is not the direction
very important co her, and she is we should be going," Hobkirk said.
Like Barr, Hobkirk said the govwilling to vote how they have voted
in the past.
ernmenr needs to control its spcndGraduate srudent Angie Hob- ing and establish a separation
kirk believes she may not vote for berwecn government and the econeither McCain or Democrat Bar.ack omy.
Obama, but instead vote for Bob
For some students, voting in this
Barr, Libertarian nominee for pres- year's presidential election is vital to
~-B~ has pr7'?~usly...rcprcsc:nt: __wbat.can.happco.in..futurc..y.ca.r.s-

Chris Lewis, senior psychology
major, will supporc Obama's campaign and vote Democrat.
"In many ways, I think he represcnrs the best opporruniry to change
the state our economy is in," Lewis said.

also important co Nathan Leicher, a
senior political science major.
He has voccd early in the race via
absentee ballot.
Lcither has voted for McCain.
"I voted for McCain because I
fdt my morals and my beliefs were
in sync wich his more rhan the other candidates on the elections ticket," Leicher said.
Leicher said he believes McCain
has more experience with government. With his experience, he can
better guide the country to where it
needs to be. he added.
"I like his economic policies and
because he is more experienced, he
will be a better guide for our country" Lcithcr said.
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CANDIDATES AND THEIR STANCES
ECONOMY

ECONOMY

If elected, Obama intends
to eliminate income taxes for
10 million Americans through
the "Making Work Pay" tax
credit.
The credit is up to $500 per
person or $1,000 per working
family.
Obama also Intends to eliminate income taxes for senior
citizens making less than
$50,000 as well as provide
an average savings of $1,400
each year.

McCain intends to not use
any taxpayer money to bail
out real estate companies or
financial market participants
who failed to fairly assess
credit risks. He plans to
have any policy of financial
assistance be accompanied
by reforms that increase
transparency and accountability. McOlin will propose
a new HOME Plan to provide
the opportunity to trade a
mortgage for a manageable
loan that reflect the citizen's
home's market value.

HEALTH CARE
Obama wants to save Americans up to $2,500 through
reforms to the U.S. health care
system.
He intends to do this by
requiring hospitals to collect
and report health care cost,
reduce the costs of illnesses
for employers and their
employees and reform the
insurance market to increase
competition.
Obama plans to require
insurance companies to cover
pre-existing conditions so all
Americans can get comprehensive benefits at fair
premiums.

HEALTH CARE

KIMBERLY P. MITCHELL I MCT

Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama
speaks about the economy to Michigan, voters during a
town hall meeting at North Farmington High School in
Farmington Hills, Mich. on Sept. 8.

THOMAS A. FERRARA I MCT

Republican presidential candidate Sen. John McCain speaks
during the third presidential debate with Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama at Hofstra University
in Hempstead, N.Y.. Oct. 15.

IRAQ
Obama will give his secretary of defense and military
commanders the mission of
ending the war in Iraq.
The removal of troops will
be phased under the direc-

tion of military commanders
on the ground and consultation with the Iraqi government.
Obama hopes to remove
troops in 16 months, which

McCain intends to create savings in Medicare without reducing benefits or eligibility. In order to do this, McCain proposes
to move <JWay from the volumebased service to a system that
rewards coordinated and quality
care. If an employee falls under
the 1Opercent bracket, which
is up to $15,000, the employee
will receive $3,800 in savings.
Conversely, if an employee falls
under the 35 percent bracket
which is more than $349,700,
the employee will receive $800
in savings.

IRAQ
would be the summer 2010.
A remaining force will stay
in Iraq to conduct counterterrorism missions and train
Iraqi security forces, under
Obama's plan.

McCain supported Gen. David Petraeus' surge offensive in
Iraq and intends to keep with
that offensive until the Iraqi
government can support itself.
He hopes to strengtt)en the

Iraqi economy by using a portion of its budget surplus to
employ Iraqis in infrastructure
projects and in restoring basic
services. McCain believes Iraq's
government needs support

to better deliver basic services
- dear water, garbage collec·
tion, abundant electricity and
a basic level of security so the
Iraqi economy can eventually
flourish on Its own.

Local races feature variety of candidates
State's Attorney

PliulKomaid•

Steve Ferguson (Incumbent)
Party: Democrat

Party: Republican
Residence: Charleston
Experience: Cotes County state's attor·
ney from 197'4 to 1980, .Assistant State's

Residencl!: Mattoon
Attorney from 1967 to 1973, circuit
Experience: Coles County State's At·
judge from 1980 to 2001 and private
tomey since 1992. private J)fl'ctice with
practice of law from 2001 to 2004 in
Heller, Holmes and Associates in Mat·
Charleston
toonfrom 1983to1992. business law
Issues: lmpr<111e office manage·
lnstroctor at Lake Land College from
rnent and ltS organization. be more
1989 to 1992 and I law der1t for Hon.
responsive to CJti2rns and victims of
Kenneth Meyefs, vs. Magistrate Judge.
• aime and more su~ of law
VS. District Court fOf the Southern
enfOfcement
District of Illinois from 1982 to 1983
Issues: Contlnulng aggressive prosecuToddRHrdon
tloo. developing a multi-agency police
Party: Green Party
task force fOf unsollled cases
Residence: Charleston
Experience: Practiced as a~

attorney in Coles County for more than
10years
Issues: CA!ate better funding fOf
public transportation to reduce drunk
dnving. retain jobs, reduce j~nile
delinquency and reduce court and )all
housing costs

agriculture and health care

nizatlons such as a Court Appointed
Spedal Advocates (CASAi and Meals
on Wheels, Computer Spedallst in

U.S. Representative

2000, Computer Equipment Ana~ in

nm Johnson (Incumbent)

Party: Republican

Party: Republican
Residence: Urbana
Experience: Urbana Clty Council, 1972·
1976; Illinois House of RepresentatNes.
1976-2000; US. Congress. 2001-present
Issues: Oedieate t11ne to constituent
service, magnify the use of renewable
fuels, wind ~and clean coal

Resldencr. Mahomet
bperience: Been the State Represen·

Steve Cox

State Representative
CMpln Rose (Incumbent. unopposed)

ta!M! for the past six years
Issues: Priorities are a 20-yo!ar plan
fOf higher educauon, k-12 education.

Elect.••
Confidentiality. Compassion. Respect

Illinois Coroner/Medkal Examiners
Association and a emergency medlul
badground

1983. passport examiner fOf the State
Department in 1980 and a Vll!!nam
veteran
Issues: Providing health care for all
citizens, improving public schools.
strengthening employment opportunities

Party: Democrat

Party: Democrat

Residence: Charleston
Experience: Funeral director at Mitch-

ell-Jerdan Funeral Home in Mattoon.
former director of RSVP volunteer
orgamiation and Campus~ Touth
fOfChrist

Coles County Coroner
Mike Nichols

Residence: Urbana
Experiencr. Volunteer in service orga-

EdSchnlen
Party: Republican

Residence: ~oon
Experiencr. Coles County Coroner
since 1992. former president of the

MlchMISnow
Party: Green
Residence: Bushton
Experiencr. No previous political
e?q>erience, curmltly employed .S I
truck drtver

Q: Why should EIU students care who the State's Attorney is?
A: Because students can be crime victims, also!

RE-ELECT

»tt C. STEVE FERGUSON ~
COLES COUNTY
STATE'S ATTORNEY

EIU Alum

&tt

(DEMOCRAT)

SCHNIERS FOR CORONER
- Former Director of Retired Senior
Volunteer Program
- Former Director of Campus Life Youth of Christ
- Former Nursing Home Administrator
- Previously served local families for 12 years with
Schilling Funeral Home
- Currently serving local families with
Mitchell-Jerdan Funeral Home
l'.ud for b) rm.·nJs to elect Ed S<·hniers

CHARACTER
EXPERIENCE
INTEGRITY

A Record of Service - A Record of Accomplishment
"tout at:

c~www.ElectSteveFeriuson.com
Cmnm.ated- to- ~t~ rlfiht;'t~fOY thet..-t.ght" reatOY\I
<M'\iL ~ (J; we.l.L I wouldtapp..-~ yc:n.<r vote1.
Paid for b) Frknds of SIC\'C ttrg1Hon

ELECTION GUIDE
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High turnout expected on Tuesday
By STEPHEN DI BENEDETTO
News Editor
Sue Rennels is expecting a
record turnout for Election Day on
Nov.4.
Rennels, rhc Coles County
clerk, said her office has registered
40,094 voters, which is higher than
the 2004 presidential election.
"Many students have come in
and early voted - many of them
for rhc first time," she said. "It is
rewarding to watch their excite-

mcnt as rhey cast their ballot for
the first time."
Polls arc open from 6 a.m. to 7
p.m. Tuesday.
Rennels said voters need to bring
one form of identification such as a
driver's license or a voter ID card
when going co the polls.
She added many voters typically come to the polls before work
hours, lunch hours and after work.
"An election of rhc size chat this
one is anticipated, there would be
some traffic, parking issues," Ren-

SPECIMEN BALLOT
COLES COUNTY, LLINOIS
GENERAlt ELECTION
NOVEMBER 4, 2008

site.
"I will be checking that election
judges are following proper procedures as they have been trained,
and chat voters arc being accommodated the best way humanly possible," Rennels said.
She said chc county clerk's office
has prepared rhc entire summer for
the election.
She added 4,000 voters have registered since May, and the office had
to get absentee and military ballots
out to chose who applied for them.

LARRY A. STAFFORD LIBERTARIAN

JOHN C. BELL REPUBLICAN

CHAD N. KOPPE CONSTITUTION PARTY OF LUNOIS

FOR MEMBER OF THE COUNTY BOARD
DISTRICT 12
(Vote for one)
NO CANDIDATE DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE GREEN
CLINTON ·cuNT" BAYS REPUBLICAN

KATHY CUMMINGS GREEN

FOR REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FIFTEENTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
(Vote for one)
STEVE COX DEMOCRATIC

SUE RENNELS, COUNTY CLERK
COLES COUNTY, ILLINOIS
NOTICE

THE FAILURE TO VOTE ON THIS QUESTION IS THE EQUIVALENT OF A
NEGATIVE VOTE (THIS IS NOT TO BE CONSTRUED M?i A DIRECTION
THAT YOUR VOTE IS REQUIRED TO BE CM?JT EITHER IN FAVOR Of OR

NO CANDIDATE GREEN
TIMOTHY V. JOHNSON REPUBLICAN

FOR REPRESENTATIVE .. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY "Vote on the Proposition with respect to all or any of the Judges
ONE HUNDRED AND TENTH REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT listed on this ballot. No Judge listed is running against any
(Votl tor one)

For the calllng of 1 Constitutional Convention.

YES
NO
FOR PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES
(Vote for one)
BARACK OBAMA DEMOCRATIC
JOEBIDEN
CYNTHIA McKINNEY GREEN
ROSA CLEMENTE
JOHN McCAIN REPUBUCAN
SARAH PALIN
BOB BARR LIBERTARIAN
WAYNE A. ROOT
JOHN JOSEPH POLACHEK tEW
NO CANDl>ATE
CHARLES 0. BALDWIN CONSTITUTION PARTY
DARRELL L CASTLE OF IWNOIS
RALPH NADER INDEPENDENT

MAn GONZALEZ

BALLOT FOR JUDICIAL CANDIDA TES
SEEKING RETENTION IN OFFICE

·--~*~~-iiiiiiiiiiiiii222J~2E~~~

This proposal deals wilh a cal tor a mte conslMDnal COIMlflliDn. The last
such conwntion was held In 1989- 70, nl a new CondMlon . . adoplad
\910 TM 19'10 llinail Conltlution 19q1nS that the question d calilg a
convenlion be placed before the votn fNfJlY 20 yems In 1988 lhe eledofs
rejected the call tor a oonstitutiona1 convention. wlh 75% dig against ca1ng
a convenllon and 25% dig In favor of calng a COIMfllion.. If you beleve lhe
1970 llilois Constilution needs '> be mised ~ the convention procea.
vole "YE~ on the question of callng a conslltulonal convention. If you
beieYe that a constitutional conwntiOn 11 not necessary, or that changes can
be accomplished lhrough other means, vote "NO" on the c:alilg of a
consti .
vention.

Stephen Di Benederto can be reached
at 581-7942 or at sdibenederto@eiu.edu.

STEVE SAUERBERG REPU8UCAN

RICHARD J. DURBIN DEMOCRATIC

,£q,._&1

Rennels added in preparation
for the election, polling sites had co
be secured, election judges trained,
ballots prepared, election supplies
distributed to the proper precincts
and voter equipment had co be tested .
Anyone interested in watching voter returns on Nov. 4 can visit the Coles County Courthouse or
go online at liberrysystcmsllc.com.

FOR llEllBER OF THE COUNTY BOARD
DISTRICT 11
(Vote for one)
NO CANDIDATE DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE GREEN

FOR UtlTED STATES SENATOR
{Volll for one)

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS SPECIMEN BALLOT IS A TRUE AND
CORRECT COPY Of THE OFFICES, CAN>IDATES ANl/OR
PROPOSITIONS TO BE VOTED IN THE GENERAL aECTION TO BE
HELD IN COLES COUNTY ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER4, 21D.

IN OPPOSITION TO THE PROPOSITION HEREIN CONTAfiED)
PROPOSED CALL FOR A CONSTl1UTIOtW. CONYENT10N
Explanalionof PropoeadCal

nels said. "I have been very specific
to election judges that they are not
to park close to the polling site to
save the space for voters."
Rennels said the county clerk's
office's intention is to get every registered voter to vote without any
issues.
She added no matter how well
an office prepares, something unexpected will always come up.
She said from rhc times polls
open to the time polls close, she
will be visiting and checking each

other J~ge. The sole ques~ Is whether each J udge shall be

NO CANDIDATE DEMOCRATIC

SHALL

NO CANDIDATE GREEN

SUE E. MYERSCOUGH
be retai'led in ofllce I I
JUDGE OF THE APPELLATE COURT
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT?

CHAPIN ROSE REPUll..ICAN
FOR STATE'S AnORNEY
(Vot8 tor one)

C. STEVE FERGUSON DEMOCRATIC

YES
NO

TODD M. REARDON GREEN
PAUL C. KOMADA REPUBLICAN

SHALL
TRACY W. RESCH
be retained in office as
JUDGE OF THE CIRCUIT COURT
FIFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT?

FOR CIRCUIT CLERK
(Vote for one)
NO CANDIDATE DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE GREEN
VICKI KIRKPATRICK REPUBLICAN

YES

NO

FOR CORONER

SHALL

(Votltforone)

lllKE NICHOLS DEMOCRATIC
MICHAEL L SNOW GREEN
J. EDWARD "ED• SCHNIERS REPt.a1CAN
FOR MEMBER OF THE COUNTY BOARD
DISTRICTS
(Votitforone)

SHANE ROGERS DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE GREEN
MARK DEGLER REPUBUCAN

MITCHELL K. SHICK
be retained in ofllce I I
JUDGE OF THE CIRClJT COURT
FIFTH JUDICIAL CRCUIT?
YES
NO
OAKLAND FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT REFEREhl>UM

Shall the Trustees of the Oakland Fire Protection District, also
known as the Oakland Community Fire Protection District be

- -----------------elected
rather than appointed?
FOR MEMBER OF THE COUNTY BOARD
YES
DISTRICT&

Wiiie-in

NO

(Vot8 for one)

ADOPT MANAGERIAL FORM OF GOVERNMENT

DANIEL LAWRENCE DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE GREEN

the City of Mattoon adopt the Managerial Form of
_____________________________________"Shall
mum~I government?"

..._NO CANDIDATE REPUBLICAN

FOR MEMBER OF THE COUNTY BOARD
DISTRICT 9
(Vote for one)

JIM PALMER DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE GREEN
JAN EADS REPUBLICAN
FOR MEMBER OF THE COUNTY BOARD
DISTRICT 10
(Vote for one)
JOY L. RUSSELi! DEMOCRATIC
NO CANDIDATE GREEN
STANLEY E. METZGER REPUBLICAN

YES
NO

ELECTION GUIDE
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CAMPUS I QUIZ

Political science to host party Students
Department uses
upcoming election
as teaching tool
By EMILY ZULZ

Administration Editor
The Political Science Associacion
will be hosting an deccion night
party for srudencs.
"The idea is chat since rhe College Republicans and College Democrats have their own parcies co
actend, we wanted to presenc an
oprion for chose studenrs who are
neicher Republican nor Democrat,"
said Nathan Polak, a senior political science major and the prcsidenc
of PSA.
Polak said as of right now, the
event is scheduled from 7 to 9 p.m.
Tuesday in Room 2150 in Coleman

Hall.
He said fliers will be posted in

Coleman Hall as soon as possible if
any changes are made.
The group plans on discussing
the results as they come in via Internet since they lack a cable connection and cdevision.
The upcoming election has provided and will provide many reaching lessons for the political science
deparcmenc.
"Ir's one of the mosc exciting
events chat we have the opporrunity
to experience as policical scientists,
and cerrainly the outcome of it will
have tremendous impact on what
we reach," said Richard Wandling,
chair of the political science departmcnr.
Textbooks will be revised and
updaced, especially American govcrnmcnt rexrbooks.
The election also provides incercscing case studies for political sciencc teachers, Wandling said.
He said this election will provide
interesting examples in che study of

campaign strategies, campaign fundraising and che presidential rransition.
"We know we'll have a new presidcnc and whoever rhat new prcsidcnc is chere will be changes in peopie in important policy advising
positions in Washington," Wandling
said.
He said whoever becomes presidenc chere will be changes in a number of policy areas from taxation and
spending through to global warming.
"There arc a number of policy
implicacions and chose will all be
opporcunities for us to examine in a
classroom context," Wandling said.
The political science dcparcmcnt
has several cvencs planned pose-deetion.
Wandling said the big evcnc che
political science department has
relacing co the upcoming election is
the Illinois Political Science Association conference, which Eastern is

hoscing chis year on Nov. 8.
Various panels will be held that
deal expressly wirh the election.
A roundcable discussion will be
held with political scientiscs from
around the scare inccrprecing rhc
2008 primary and general election
results.
The Keynote speaker for chc convention is Brian Gaines from the
University of Illinois ar UrbanaChampaign.
His proenmion is cicled, "Predieting Presidential Elections" and
will discuss his research related co
public opinion polling and forecasting.
The PSA is also planning co hose
an event following the election that
will most likely focus on chc results
of the eleccion, Polak said.
This will mosc likely be a student
or faculty panel discussion.
Emily Zulz can be reached ar 581·
7942oratezufz@elu.edu

CAMPUS I ELECTION 2008

Professors take stances on higher education
By EMILY ZULZ

Administration Editor
The large difference between
the higher educaciort platforms of
Barack Obama and John McCain is
chac McCain does not recommend
any new forms of financial aid
while chc Obama campaign does,
said Andrew McNicc, professor of
political science.
John McCain's
higher education
policy
includes
simplifying
cax
benefits and chc
financial
aid
process. It also
includes elimiAndrew
nating earmarks
McNitt
co beccer support
federally funded
research. He also wants co expand
the federal student loan system
Obama:'s higher education policy will create the American Opportunity Tax Credit to make college
more affordable.
The credit ensures chc fuse
$4,000 of a college education is
completely free for most Americans. Recipients of the credit are
required to conduct I 00 hours of
community service.
His plan also includes simplifying che application process for
financial aid by eliminating the
current need for a separate applicarion.

al funding so that they can improve
their performance, vote Obama on
education,~ Beuchler said. "If you
think funding should be reduced
ac underperforming schools and
chac funding should be increased ac
schools that excel, vote McCain on
education."
Bruchler said Obama's plan
would probably put more money
into his pocket.
He said though, the quality of
his working life depends on chc
quality of the education .students
had before going to college.
"'lhac quality is higher under a
McCain plan," he said. "Maybe
it comes down to whar you care
about. Personally, I care abour che
quality ... then che money in my
pocket."

A plan too vague
Jon Coic, assistant professor in
hiscory department, said rhe number one issue chac's confronting
higher education righc now is whac
appears co be a rclacivcly permanent reducrion in funding by che
state governmenc across che nation.
"Ir's pretty clear thac Obama's
made dealing with char proble~ a
bigger priority," Coit said. "McCain
didn't have. any specific higher ed
proposals until Augusc of chis year
and they're pretty general."
He said McCain has a vague
plan coward fixing student-lending program, bur doesn't really say
what that's about.
Choosing quality
Coit said McCain has been camJames Bruehler, associate profes- paigning co remove earmarks argusor of economics, said his impres- ing ic will benefic research.
sion of an Obama administration
"lhc problem is chat ac lease
with regard co higher education will from whac I've seen in his public
be to expand the role of the feder- statemcncs neither he or Palin have
al government in rerms of federal a sense ac all about whar imporcant
dollars direcred coward education research actually is that goes on
and in terms of additional layers in the university that's now being
of bureaucracy to mandate school funded by earmarks," Coit said.
compliance and monitor chcir perHe said he hasn't seen anything
formance.
in this campaign char would give
He said the McCain's approach him confidence chat a McCain
appears to be co reduce the role of administration wouldn't end up
mandaces and monitoring by the curring useful imporcanc research.
federal government and co substiCoir said Obama's financial prorc consumer choice on the pare posals were good, but he was half
of parents.
and half on one of his ocher pro-
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an early assessment program.
co both candidate's and when I've
The program would enable' watched chem to some cxcenr in the
juniors in high school to check debates and jusr stuff on TV chat I
cheir college preparedness and think Obama has more of a feel for
enable them to rake college level the challenges thac younger people
cour~es ac communicy colleges if its
pursuing cducarion can h:ivt"," F.ckcrt said. "Particularly the debt they
not offerea at the high school.
He said he would certainly face when they come our of college
reap the benefits of chat as a col- roday."
lege professor, and if there's a way
He said Obama seems co want
co improve the quality of educa- ro play up che commicmenc to edution students receive in high .school cacion.
rhen chac proposal would be a way
"The youth vote is supposed to
co do it.
be so importanc co rhis eleccion so
"The other part of me thinks obviously he has a loc co lose by not
there's chis similar kind of no child covering this issue," he said.
left behind logic where 100 percent
of che people are supposed ro be in Little controversy
the 25 pcrccncile," Coit said.
McNitc said there isn'c a whole
Coic said ic was easier co visu- lot of controversy in higher educaalize how Obama's policic.s would tion.
help students than McCain's.
"The McCain campaign largely
"Whac ic seems co me, 1 chink would cake the existing system and
(McCain)'s offering similar resulcs try and make it work a lictle bit
with a liule bic different process beccer," he said. "The Obama camand a lot less derail than Obama is paign makes similar proposals to
make the sy.scem work better. The
offering," he said.
Obama campaign does suggest new
forms of higher cducacion."
Increasing debt
Craig Eckerc, professor of sociMcNirc said though in terms of
ology, said in his perception, chat public scaccmenc, Obama has indineirher candidate has made higher cated it's very important co ensure
education a key component of their competitiveness by improving education.
placform or their campaign.
He said he chinks ic should be
"I suspccc as far as priorities go
more imporcanc.
doing something about higher edu"To me, this transcends being carion is lower on rhe McCain pria Democrac or Republican," Eck- ority lisc than on Obama's lisc, but I
ert said. "lc's an issue that has co be don't chink for cichcr man it will be
addressed."
at the cop of rhc list," McNict said.
He said as the cost of educaHe said what education policies
tion ever increases and as a college gee done will depend a lot on chc
degree becomes more important, decisions the government makes as
chere needs co be more crcacivc and far as spending goes.
"My pcrccpcion is that the presinnovative ways of making money
available for kids to pursue higher ident, whoever the president is,
education.
will deal with very serious econom·
ic problems," McNict said. "We'll
have foreign policy problems, and
we'll have energy problems. All of
which will be firsc on che agenda."
He said education won't be
ignored, bur it will come up lacer.
MI think the argument is going
co be over how much money can
be spent not whether or noc something will be done," McNitc said.
Emily l~ CCVl, tie-1~hed-qt 5~1 -

•Y9..42or.at.eziJJz@eiu..edu. •••••••••

tested on
eIect·10 n
.

So you think you know the
election and the candidates?
7he Daily Eastern News randomly asked students five
questions to see if they knew
about the candidates and the
presidential eleccion. Let's see
how well some students did.
Questions and Answers
Q. What candidace or candidaces
support the $700 billion Wall Srrecc
bailout package? A:. Both Barack
Obama and John McCain
Q. Who is Bob Barr? A:. Prcsidenci3'. candidate for the Libertarian Party
Q. What cwo scaces close the polls
last? A: Alaska and H awaii
Q. Which vice president candidate authored and passed the Violence Against Women Act? A:. Joe
Biden
Q. What former Bush Cabincc
member recently endorsed Barack
Obama? A:. Colin Powell, George W
Bush's secretary of state until 2005.
Results
Emily Anderson, a sophomon:
undecided major
-McCain
-Had no idea
-Indiana and Illinois
-Sarah Palin
-Sarah Palin
Emily Beudctt, a sophomore

family and consumer science major
-Obama
-Someone on the balloc
-Florida and California
-Sarah Palin
-Colin Powell

Emily Wagner, a marketing major
-Boch
- Elecrions Correspondent
-Florida and New York
-Sarah Palin
-Had no Idea
Jimmy Dodge, a freshman
demcntary education major
-Both
-McCain's campaign adviser
-Ohio and Florida
-Joe Biden
-Colin Powell

Robert Forsuk, a rhetoric and
pubUc advocacy major
-Boch
-Manager of one of the
campaigns
- Wisconsin and Florida
-Joe Biden
-Colin Powell

Sa>ttVnuito, a p$Ydlo1ogy major
-Both
-Vice president candidate
-Alaska and Hawaii
-Joe Biden
-Colin Powell
Amber Cartwright, a senior
d emcntary education major
-Obama
-Campaign manager
-Florida and Oregon
-Palin
-Had no idea
Luke Haya, a freshman finance
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NATION BRIEFS
The Associated Press

Mercury more dynamic
than thought before
WASHINGTON - Earth's fi rst
nearly full took at Mercury reveals
that the tiny lifeless planet took
a far greater role in shaping
itself than was thought, with
volcanoes spewing "mysterious
dark blue material:'
New images from NASA's
Messenger space probe should
answer the question of what
caused parts of Mercury to be
somewhat smoother than it
should be.
"Now, it's looking a lot more
interesting;• said Maria Zuber,
a planetary scientist with MIT
who has experiments on the
Messenger probe. '"It's an awful
lot of volcanic material:"
New images of filled-in craters
show that 3.8 to 4 billion years
ago, Mercury was more of a
volcanic hotspot than the moon
ever was, Zuber said.
Using special cameras, the
probe showed what one scientist
called "the mysterious dark blue
material:" It was all over the
planet.
That led Arizona State
University geologist Mark
Robinson to speculate that the
mineral is important but still
unknown stuff ejected from
Mercury's large core in the
volcanic eruptions.

Union: Boeing contract
offer to be shown online
SEATILE - Boeing Co:s striking
Machinists union expects to
post a contract offer from the
company online Thursday,
two days before the union is
scheduled to vote on the pact, a
union spokeswoman said.
Connie Kelliher, a spokeswoman
for the International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers, said Wednesday the
proposal covering 27,000
commercial airplane workers
will be available th rough the
union's Web site by 11 a.m. EDT
Thursday.
·our members want to see all
of the actual language, not just a
summary,• she said.
Boeing and union
representatives were proofing
the contract last Wednesday and
hammering out an agreement
that would determine when
union members resume work,
she said.
Union members are slated
to vote on the proposed deal
Saturday.

.

WORLD I LEADER

Kim Jong II hospitalized by
setback in stroke recovery
The Associated Press
SEOUL. South Korea - New
South Korean intelligence indicaccs thac ailing North Korean leader Kim Jong II suffered a serious setback in his recovery from a scroke
and has been hospitalized. a newspaper reponed Wednesday.
The report in the Dong-a llbo
newspaper cited an unnamed government official in saying incelligence obtained Sunday suggested "a
serious problem" with Kim's health.
The report did not elaborace, and
South Koreas National lmelligence
Service and Unification Ministry
said Wednesday they could not confirm ic.
Kim, 66, reportedly suffered a
stroke and underwenr brain surgery in August. A Japanese TV station says his ddesr son went co Paris co recruic a neurosurgeon who was
flown back co Asia co treat Kim.
The Dong-a report ca.me a day
after Japan's prime minister cold lawmakers in Tokyo that Kim probably is in the hospital, though "noc
unable" co make decisions as North
Korea's leader.
The chief of chc National lnrelligence Service had cold lawmakers
Tuesday char Kim was "nor physically perfec( buc still able ro rule the
country.

North Korea denies Kim is ill,
However, speculation abour the
reclusive leader's health grew when
he missed a September military
parade marking North Korea's 60ch
anniversary. He then disappeared
from public sight for cwo months.
Kim, who rules che Stalinist
nation with absolute authority, has
not publicly named any successors,
leading to concerns about an uncertain fucure in the impoverished,
nuclear-armed nation.
North Korea has soughc in recent
weeks co camp down rumors about
Kim's health with news rcporcs and
footage portraying the leader as
active and able, attending a soccer
game and inspecting a military unit.
The reports, photos and video arc
undated.
The latest footage, aired Monday
and Tuesday on North Korean television, showed Kim hitting the road
earlier this year to tour farms and
factories and co see the sights across
the communise North.
_The 50-minutc monrage set co
patriotic music showed a sprighdy
Kim in his trademark jumpsuit and
sunglasses - and wearing a wimer
parka, his hair blowing in the wind,
in footage shot in May, months
before his reported stroke.
Experts say the photos and footage shown in recent weeks appear to

have been taken several months ago,
before Kim's reported stroke.
Japan's Fuji television reported
Monday that Kim's eldest son, Kim
Jong Nam, Rew recendy to Paris co
recruit a neurosurgeon co rrear his
father.
Japanese Prime Minister Taro
Aso cold lawmakers Tuesday char
rhe French doctor got on a plane for
Beijing. perhaps en route co North
Korea.
South Korea's NIS chief Kim
Sung-ho also said the son was
believed co have travdcd to France
recently.
French neurosurgeon FrancoisXavier Roux denied Wednesday that
he was on a secret mission co North
Korea co crear Kim.
Reached by The Associated Press
on his cell phone, the physician said
he was in Beijing for a meeting of
neurosurgeons - "nothing extrao-

dinary."
"If I was at Kim Jong H's bedside,
l wouldn't be answering the phone,"
Roux said. "l am in Beijing. I am
staying in Beijing."
Roux cold the AP that his trip co
China has no link with Kim.
He blamed the confusion on "a
Japanese TV station (thar) has done
some brainwashing, some manipulation," apparently referring co the
Fuji television report.

NATION I WEATHER

Thousands in upstate New York
still laC:k power after snowstorm
The Associated Press
ALBANY, N.Y. - More snow fdl Wednesday in
parts of the Northeast as utility crews labored ro restore
service co thousands of cusromers blacked out by the
region's first big snowstorm of the season.
The wee snow chat began falling Tuesday collected
on aees srill covered with leaves, and its weight combined with gusty wind co send limbs crashing onto power lines.
The National Weather Service reported storm corals
of about 14 inches at northern New Jersey's High Poinr
Seate Park, as much as 15 inches along the northwestern edge of New York's Catskill Mou mains, and a foot in
Pennsylvania's Pocono Mountains.
More wind-blown snow swepr through northern Vermonr on Wednesday. A lake effect snow warning was in
effecc for northwescern Pennsylvania, with accumulations
of up to 12 inches possible ac higher elevations, as wind
picked up moisrure from Lake Erie. Radar showed new
snowfall Wednesday in pares of upsracc New York.

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME CONTEST
cash prizes and give aways

CllP

$3.50 pitchers of
Leinku el Oktoberfest

-1

More than 40,000 customers remained without power Wednesday in upstate New York, most of chem in the
Mohawk Valley, Adirondacks and rhc Catskills. according to ucilicies National Grid and New York Scace Electric & Gas.
Crews in New Jersey worked co rescore power co more
than 41,000 customers, mainly in the northern part
of the scare. Jersey Central Power and Light said service might not be fully until sometime dUiing the night
because fallen trees hampered access to severed power
lines.
School were closed Wednesday in northern West Virginia's mountainous Tucker County, where 6 inches of
snow made roads slippery. Two
ago, the counry
received 6 inches of snow on Occ. 24.
There was even I co 3 inches of snow in the mountains of western Norrh Carolina, where one school system closed Wednesday because of slick roads. The earliesc recorded snowfall in the Asheville, N.C., area was
less than a half inch on Ocr. l, 1952, the weather service said.

re.vs

WORLD BRIEFS
The Associated Press

Syria hardens stance
after deadly US raid
DAMASCUS, Syria - Syria
threatened Wednesday to cut
off security cooperation along
the Iraqi border if there are
more American raids on Syrian
territory, and the U.S. Embassy
announced it would close
Thursday because of a mass
rally called to protest a deadly
weekend commando attack.
Thousands were expected to
participate in the governmentsanctioned prote st.
Though authorities usually
keep Syria under tight control
and Americans have generally
been welcomed, violence
against U.S. and European
interests at protests has erupted
in the past.
"The U.S. Embassy will be
closed on Oct. 30th d ue to past
demonstrations which resulted
in violence and significant
damage to U.S. facilities and
other embassies,"the embassy
said on it s Web site.
It also said an American school
in the Syrian capital would
temporarily shut Its doors
Thursday and warned U.S.
citizens In Syria to be vigilant.
Earlier, the Syrian government
demanded that Washington
apologize for Sunday's crossborder helicopter strike by
American special forces that
killed eight people.
U.S. military officials said t he
raid killed a top al-Qaida in Iraq
operative who was about to
conduct an attack in Iraq.

Pakistan quake kills
at least 170 people
ZIARAT, Pakistan - A st rong
earthquake struck before dawn
Wednesday in impoverished
southwestern Pakistan, killing
at least 170 people and tu rning
homes into rubble.
An estimated 15,00
were left homeless,
were digging for su
remote valley in Bal
province bordering
where the magnitu
struck.
Officials said they
distributing thousa
blankets and food
and sending in ea
equipment to dig
Many survivors w
little more than the
had slept in, and te
were expected to dr
around
freezing in coming n\98U.
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sublessors
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND
SPECIAl5 - Natural 24 pk. $10.99,
Lite 18 bottles $11 .99, Key LL 30
pk $12.99. s~ Vocl<a 750 ml
$9.99, Southern Comfort 750 ml
$12.99, Nikolai Vodka 1.75 Ltr.
$9.99. K~ In Stock. 18th Street at
Jackson Ave. 345-5722.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ HY.31
10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENT!
Plus hats, wig>, makeup, beads,
. birthday, and bachelorette stuff!
GRAND BALL COSTUMES, 609
Sixth Street. Charleston. Mon-Fn:
l\looo-{); Sat: 10-2. 345-2617
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1001
CREATE YOUR OWN COSTUMES!
SPENCE'S
ON
JACKSON.
MONDAY-SATURDAY, NOON-6.
34.5-1469
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1001
Tutoring Available for Intro and
Cieoeral Chemistry. Accounting (all
levels). Contact 1585) 520-0012 or
(585) 520-1546.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1001
A BABY TO CHERISH! Debby is
a Physical Therapist in a children's
hospital who aeams of becoming
a mom for the first time. Bany is
a loving husband and TV producer
who fills our home with laughter and
has a natural love for children. We
admire your ~rength in choosing
adoption. We're happy to help!
Call Debby directly at 1-8004180212 debbyanchvTy@gmail.com
_ __ __ _ _ 11114

Female sub-lessor needed Spring
2009. Large, clean, new apt.
#375/mo plus utilities. Call 847987-0744.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1115
Looking for a female or male for
spring seme-;ter 2009. Kitchen,
living-room, W/O 3 Bedroom,
3 Bath. Each perwn has own
Bedroom, Bathroom, & Walk in
Closet all utilities included. 416/
mo. for more questions or contact
info call Tiffanee at 1-217-3431369.
- - - - - - - - 11/6
Female sub-lessor needed Spring
semester 20091
Brand new
townhouses on 9th St Washer/
Dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage
disposal. 3 bedroom, 2 and one
half bath. All wood and stone
floors! $350 a month. Call Ali
224-637-0036.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
SPRING SUB-LESSOR WANTED.
Laundry, pari<.ing, trash, cable,
internet included. S30CVMO. Apt.
behind Gateway. 708-362-0707
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11n1
SUBLEASE FOR JANUARY! 1
BR apt. at 1518 1st St. www.
gbadgerrentals.corn 345-9595

________

()()

Huge 1 Bedroom loft available
mid December. Hardwood floor;,
vaulted ceiling.\. Cable, internet,
water, trash included. Pets
welcome! $400/month. Call 217474-7390.
_ __ _ 00

for sale
Totally renovated 3 or 4 Bedroom,
3 Bath Houo;e near campus tor
sale. See at www.corrieappr.114't1I.
coml917A~reet.

________

()()

A little bit of Country in Town!
Large building lot w/ all city utilities.
See at www.corrieappraisal.c:orn/
Douglasstrm.

________
•

()()

help wanted

Cash running km? Perfect p.111-time
jobs! Sti11 11!3, need to be atk to
through~. shiits 4p-8:30
p M-F and !'!<>me Saturdays. S7.7'ihir
plu:. great hon~. Apply today, only
15 position'> .wailable. 700 Lincoln
Ave., Ol.1rle5ton, 639-1135. Next to
tan expre...~ and Cellular One Were
the top off<.ampuS emplo)-er of EIU
students!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1000

won.:

Campus
Rec
Now Hiring
Experiencl'd Group FllnesS and
Aerobics I~ Applications
available ill the Sludent Rec Cene
andwww.eiu.edi~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1001
!Barrendingl Make up to $25<Ydayl
No ecperietlC'e neces&ll)'. training

provided 1~96.5-6520. ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

~ ~

roommates

Roommate wanted for 5 BR
house. 2 Blocks from EIU campus,
furnished, w/ internet hookup.
$250lmo. plus utilities. Call 217868-5535 ii i1lleresled..
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11111

f•'

for rent

HOUSE FOR RENTI 6 bedrooms,
5 open, 3 full b.1ths, full laundry
room, large kitchen and living
room, loo of fiJaCe. Call 217-4963084
_ _ __ _ _ _ _1001
For Rent Filll 09. 4 bedroom, 2
bath hou~ 2 blocks from campus.
Washer/dryer, dishwasher. Call
276-7003.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _10/31
House across from Doudna
Building 4 people needed. Check
it out! www.eiuapts.com 3452416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1001
APARTMENTS. 2 BR, across from
Doudna building. Check them out!
www.eiuapts.com 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1001
HOUSE across from Panther Paw.
5 people needed. Check it out!
www.eiuapts.com 345-2416.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1001
August09. 3 and6bedroomhouses
and 1-2 bedroom apartmen15.
Nice locations. 345-2982 www.
~urentalproperties.corn.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1001
one
Completely
remodeled
bedroom apartments east side d
campus. Water, trash collections
paid, off-street parking available.
No pees. RCR Rentals, 345-5B32 or
RCRRentals.corn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1001
New construction! 3 Bedroom 3
Bath duplex just east of campus. Be
the first to live in these new luxury
units! Stove, fridge, dishwasher,
washer/dryer, central air. RCR
Rentals,.345..5832 or RCRRentals.

am. •

• ', ·

'

f •'

for rent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1001
Room Available in Charleslon
with no depo!.it. Fully Furnished
with all utilities, laundry facility,
and transportation (to EIU and
Lakeland) For Only $350! (585)
52~1546, (585152~12

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1001
GREAT HOUSES on 11th St.
2, 4, and S BRs with W/O and
dishw~. www.gbadgerrentals.
corn 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/6
2 BR at 2152 11th St. New,
modem, close, and quiet. www.
gbadgerrentals.corn 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/6
5 BR, 3 Bath House-2160 11th St.
All new with everything, great yard.
1 in blocks to campus. www.
gbadgerrentals.corn 345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/6
303 Polk: 2+ BR, 2009-2010.
Stove, mdge, W/O, cable. S65<Y
NIC>.630-885-3543
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n
3 BR 2.5 BATH TOWNHOUSE:
New construction, must see! Call
24 hrs., 63~505-8374.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11n
Leasing tor Aug '09 Campus View
Suites. 4 BR, 2 Bath, furnished, w/
48 in. flat screen T.V. plus cable.
Next to Marty's. Dave, 232-154 3
_ _ __ _ _ _ _11110
FALL 09: 5, 4, 3, 2 BEDROOM
HOUSES, 2 BEDROOM 2 BATH
APARTMENTS. 1026 EDGAR.
348-50-32.
_ _ _ _ ____ 11/IO
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES: Fall 09-10. 4.5
bedrooms, rl.'frtgerator, dishwasher,
carpet, laundry, washer/dryer. All
BRAND NEW! Cloo;e to carnpm.
MUST SEE!! 708-724-675311 /12
GET THE HOUSE YOU WANT
BEFORE IT"S GONE! NOW
RENTING FOR THE 2009-2010
SCHOOL YEAR: 1,2,3,4, ilnd 5
BEDROOM HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. C'.ALL TOM@ 708-7723711 or CATHY CP 217-254-1311
FOR NIC>RE INFORMATION.
www.hallhergrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11/15
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: 2
bedroom home. Washerldryl.'f,
trash and lawn service included.
No pets. S50CVmonth. 345-5037
www.chucktownrentals.com
_ _ _ __ _ _ _11/14
FALL '09: 4 and 5 bedroom homes.
Washer/Dryer, central air, trash,
and lawn service provided. No
pees. SJOO'personlmonth. 3455037
www.chucktownrentals.

com
----~---11114
House for rent Spring '09. $33<Y

mon, 1 BR w/ garage. Stop by
2015 10th St. Call Jim 815-3517089
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11n1
4 BR house, 4 Students. Stove,
fridge. W/O. Close to campus.
$275/per500. 217-821-1970

________ nm

2 bedroom, i bath duplex. $435/
month. Call 898-4588
11121

3BDl2 BATH APT AT 2403 &h,
FURNISHED, ONLY 7 UNITS
LEFT, NEW STACKED W/O, ALL
INCLUSIVE PRICES $435 PER
PERSON 4 UNITS AU TIUD, ~

,a ~

Y.tlH' -M.w

f •'

for rent

CALL 345·6210 OR VIEW AT
EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/01
2 BO HOUSE AT 1613 12th
STREET W/ BASEMENT DMI, WI
D, GARBAGE INCLUDED & NICE
BACKYARD. CALL 345-6210 OR
EIPROPSCOM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/01
NICT 2 BO APT AT 812 TAFT,
FREE W/O IN EACH UNIT,
FURNISHED, 2 UNITS ALL TILED,
2 UNITS ALL CARPET. $375 PER
PERSON, GARBAGE INCLUDED
CALL 345-6210 OR VIEW AT
EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/01
5 BO/ 1.5 BATH HOUSE, OR 6
BO/ 2 BATH HOUSE, ONLY 2
BIGGER HOUSES LEFT!!! WOOD
FLOORS, TILE, & NEW CARPET,
NICE BACK PORCH, DMI, W/O,
& GARBAGE INCLUDED. CALL
34.5-6210 OR VIEW AT EIPROPS.
COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/01
3 BO/ 2 ln BATH ROOM HOUSE,
OPEN FLOOR PLAN, WOOD
FLOORS, NEW CARPET, W/O,
D!W, FURNISHED, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. CALL 345-6210 OR
VIEW AT EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/01
HOUSES: 2, a, 4, 5 bedrooms.
WasheNdayf'r';, dishwashers, air
aose to carnpu.-. 345-6967

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 00

RECENTLY REMODELED. 5
bedroom, 2 l>.1th house. (105(>
to campu.-.. Di.-.hwasher, wa.-.hcr/
dryer, central air. 345-6967
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ 00
NEW loft style apartnl<.'flt available
Januaay 2C>C>Y. wv.w.ppwrentals.
com 348-8249
_ _ _ _ 00
NOW RENTING FALL '09. EARLY
BIRD SPECIAL<; Brittany Ridge
Townhouo;e;, 3-4 bedrooms.
Refrigerator, .-.tove, water, tr.lsh,
central air. 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EIU Students, we have the place for
you! 1812 9th St.~ 1, 2, 3, 4
BR apts Th<.-y are fully furnished
and updatl'd. Parking and trash
included, laundry on premises,
and du<.k-to-0.twn security lighting.
Locally owned for 14 )-em. Pleac;e
call to schedule a showing. 3480673, leave a me-;sage.
Leasing Spong 2009! 2 BR apt'.
central air, w/d, no pe!S, trash
included. 617 W. Grant. $275
per person, $500 ior one. 217348-3075
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AFFORDABLE
APARTMENTS
close to campus for guys or girls.
Studio, 1, 3, 4 bedrooms. 3456967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
GUYS! GIRLS! GREAT RATES!
Houses dose to campus:
2,3,4,5,6,7 bediooms.
All
appliances including dishwashers
and_
washerY
345-6967.
_
_ _dryers.
___
_ 00
VILLAGE RENTALS 2009-2010
Rentals. 1 & 2 BR apts, 3 &4 BR
houses. Call 217-345-2516 for an
appointment.

________ oo

r•}

for rent

27£>-4509.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
For Rent: 5 and 6 bedroom houses
one block off cafTl>US on 7th St. 4

bedroom apartment and studios
available. Call217-728-8709.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
For lease: 09·10. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Bedroom
~.
Complete
viewing at blh1.org or 217-2730675
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
We Have the Unit for You! Royal
Heights 1509 S. 2nd 3br/1.5oo
Glenwood 1905 12th 1,2br Pd
water/int/cable Lynn-Ro 1201
Arthur 1,2,3br w/d in all units.
Stop by office at 1509 S. 2nd or call
345-0936 lsrozek@aol.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
YOU CAN'T GET ANY CLOSER!
Palk Place Apartment is renting
for Fall 2009. 1,2 and 3 bedroom
furnished apartment. We have the
size and price to fit your ~
Stop by 715 Grant Ave, 1101 or
call 348-1479 ParkPlaceMgmt@
aol.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
EXCELLENT LOCATIONSbedroom apartments available
August 2009. www.ppwrentals.
corn 348-8249

________

()()

EXCEPTIONALLY ECONOMICAL!
Apl. with 1 bedroom Iott. Furnished
tor a couple or single. $385 for 1
or S435 for 2. 1n duplex- I block
N. of O'Brif'fl Field for school ye.u
2009-2010. C:..111 Jan 345-8350.
00
WWW.CHUC"-'TOWNREl\'TALS.
COM
00
Ladies: L.ugc 5, 6, and 7 BR
houses, 1n block from campus.
10 MONTH LEASES. www.tejrental~.com 345-5048

________

()()

Ladies: Furnished 2&3 BR apts.
Best deals! 10 MONTH LEASES
te-jrental~.corn 345-5048
-~~-----00
FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1,
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES
AND
TOWNHOUSES.
ALL
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. FOR
MORE INFORMATION, CALL
217-493-7559, OR V1SIT US AT
www.myciuhome.com.

________ oo

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES
NOW SHOWING 2009-2010
BEDROOM
2,3,4,5,6,7,8
APARTMENTS,
DUPLEXES,
HOUSES VIEW PROPERTIES AT
WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR CALL
217-345-6210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON.
3 BR. AWAY FROM CAMPUS.
BOTH WITH APPLIANCES, W/O.
TRASH. PHONE 345-7244, 6490651

f •'

for rent

from Old Main, starting at S35CV
NI(). 217-549-1060

________ oo
Large 1 and 2 BR apts., extremely
close to campus. Only a couple
left. Great deal! 273-2048, 3456000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Available Jan 1st 1 BR apt Water
and trash included, off ~reec
parking. $400'mo. Buchanan St.
apts. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA, W/D,
bar, off-street paricing. Call 217202-4456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW
TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus
Pointe Apartments offers 2 and 3
bedrooms with individual leases
AND roommate matching. Our
rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERNET, PHONE. WATER,
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus, we
give you $60-$75 toward )'Oll'
monthly electric bill!!! .. . AND
THAT'S NOT ALLI We have a 24hourclubhousethatoffers il tanning
bed, fitness center, game room,
and computer lab with unlimited
printing. CALL 345-6001 or vi5t
www.apa11mentseiu.com today!

----~-----00

LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES: 3-4 bedroom,
$200 pip. Rl'frigerator, stove, water,
trash, c1..•11tral air. 234-7368
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 00
OLDETOWNE
APARTMENTS:
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM. 345-6'iH

________ oo

New Four Bedroom Apa11ments.
Extremely Close to Campus. Ac~
from Lantz. Fully FumishEd. $4<XY
month. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
University Village: 4 bedroom
houses, $45CVper person. All
utilities included. 345-1400

________

FALL 09-10: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED
PLENTY
OF
OFF-STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. APTS.
CALL 345-1266.
-~~- -~-~~ ()()

1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Tr.tsh and
parlc.ing Included. Great location.
Call 217-34'>-2363.

________

Large 1 bedroom, frve blocks from
Old Main. W/O. $375/month. No
pees. 273-1395.

Efficiency, close to campus, $325/
month, including utilities, A/C.
Male only, no smoking, no pelS.
345-3232, days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Driftwood apartment for rent. 2
bedroom for Fall '08. Special FOR RENT: One, Two, and Three
~.' ~..Sso,,. ....th. 117. • lddom ~ two bloc'fcs<

()()

FALL
'08
QUAUTYi
CONVENIENCE. 2 & 3 bedroom
apartlllffits. Washer & Dr)«"
included. 1-2 blocks from can.,us.
(217)493-7559 www.myeiuhom&
corn

________ oo

________ oo

()()

W/O, new carpet. 10-12 mo
S900'mo. 549-5402

Efficiencies, 1,2, and 3
All utilities, cable. and
included. 234-7368

SPORTS
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>> Prati

>> Soccer

SHAUNPRATL

FROM PAGE 12
Chappcrto said he choughr one of
me things chat swayed Prad co basketball was the Class 4A state championship rhe Bulldogs won last year
in a 67-63 viccory against Zion-Bcncon High School.
Prati scored 16 points and had
dghr rebounds, two blocks and rwo
as.sis rs.
"That was such a great experience
for him," Chapperto said. "He really
started to look ac himself as a basketball player."
Chappecto said Prati docs things
on che court ocher bigger players
don'c do as well.
He said Pracl runs exceptionally
wdl and is a great passer. Prati is also
a scorer.
"He seems co have an unc.mny
abilicy to puc the ball in rhe basket
from inside," Chappetto said. "He
can finish around the basket."
In aadicion co his baskerball ~kills,
Chappctto said Prati brings toughness to the basketball court. He said
this abilicy seems from Prarl's hardnosed, blue-collared football family.
Chapperto said Prati needs to
work the most on his perimeter
shooting abilicy. although he said
Prati is dose to being an out.side
shooting rhreac all ready.
""Jhere's certain guys rhar you
k.1ow just can'r shoot," Chapperco
said. "He's jusc got co make a litcle
bit of an adjustment. I really believe
once he becomes a full-rime basketball player he's going to be a guy char
can shoot from the perimeter."
Chappcuo also said Prati is an
exciting player to wacch.
"l lc's kind of brash," Chapperco
said. ".He's nor afraid to look up in
the crowd after a dunk, ixiund his
chest. He's confidenr but not arro-

>> Whitchurch
FROM PAGE 12
'Ihe last rime chey made it to the
OVC Championship was in 2005,
head coach Tim Nowak's first year as
coach, when they fell ro Samford 1-0
in che finals. The last rime rhey won
an OVC Tide was in 2004.
Momentum can play a huge factor in a team's late-season success.
After Wednesday's 3-2 loss ar Illinois Seate, the Panthers are srill 3-11 in their last five matches and have
scored cwo goals apiece in each of

'•I

torrent

3 BR apt. for lease. 1051 7th St. No pets.
345-72 86, www.jwilliamsrentals.com
-----------------00
2 BR apts. for lease. 1530 1st St. and
1041 7th St. No pets. 345-7286, www.
JW1lliamsrental.com
Houses for '09: 3, 4, 5, and 6 BR. Close
to campus, laundry, parking, no pets.
345-7286, www.jwilliamsrentals.com
-----------------00
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA DUPLEX.
EXCELLENT LOCATION. WASHER/
DRYER, DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL.
THREE VANITIES INCLUDED. CALL
1217)493-7559 OR VISIT US AT WWW.
MYEIUHOME.COM
---------------00
3 and 4 bedroom ap~ Fum1~hcd and
Untumished-Awesome
location'
jbapartments.com 217345.&100
---------------00
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the square.
All utlliti~ included except electricity.
S475-S500. Call 234-7368.
---------------00
3 and 4 bedroom apes. Sf>QQ·FOO per
month 6 to choose from Call 234.

• Height: 6-foot-8
· Weight: 210 pounds
• High School: Oak Lawn Richards

Junior Year Statistics
• Games Played: 31
• Field Goals Made: 160
• Field GOllls Attempted: 278
• Fleld Goal Percentage: 57.6
• Free Throws Made: 90
• Free Throws Attempted: 163
• Free Throw Percentage: 55.2
• 3-Polnters MIKle: 5
• 3-Polnters Attempted: 25
• 3-Polnt Percentage: 20.0
• Points: 41 5 (13.5 ppg)
· Rebounds: 142 (4.6 rpg)
• Assists: 30 (0.96 apg)

RICHARDS H.S.

FROM PAGE 12
"We decided before the game (to
play both of them)," Nowak said.
"They've both been playing well
and are a big reason why our season
is conrinuing after chis game so we
wanred co give chem both minutes
so chey could :;cay sharp."
Lorbert allowed the two goals and
had five saves in the first half while
Williams stopped four shots and
allowed one goal, Carlson's game-

winner in che 83rd minute.
"(Lorbert and Williams} bmh
played wcll and made some key saves
for us," Nowak said. "1hey boch
did a good job of keeping us in the
game. They s~owed they are capable of carrying us far inro che postseason."
The Panthers played without
senior defender Ashley Sloca and
junior midfielder Laura Ridolfi who
were injured in Sunday's win over
Southeast Missouri. Slota had her
consecutive srarrs streak snapped at
49 matches.

Nowak said both are close ro
being ready ro go and hopes co have
chem ready for next Tuesday's playoff match.
The Panthers will travel co Morehead, Ky., on Nov. 4 for their opening round playoff macch against
Morehead Scace.
The march is scheduled co kickoff
ar 6 p.m. and rhe winner will cake
on cop-seeded Murray Seate on Nov.
7 at 10 a.m.
Co/Im Whitchurch can be reached at
581·7944 orat cfwh1rchurch@eiu.edu.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS
OkQy, 2eebo. ne19hbo.... Bob Ol-l?UMAT 1
here spend do.y o.t c:1ty KIWD Of J
oN'ites. He l'lo.ke 'connec · COMNECTIONS I
t1ons.' Now crocs sno.p
l>IDYOU
tin3ers ...zeebci 'cliscippecir.' MAKE?

Me 9ot libro.r'f co.rd.

!I

FUN FACT

I

Current M1am1 Heat guard and
2008 Olympic gold medalist
Dwayne Wade 1s a 2000 graduate
of Richards High School. Wade
averaged 27 pomts and 11
rebounds during his senior
season for the Bulldogs before
playing college basketball at
Marquette.

II--

l

SorneTimes me wish Bob

d iso.ppeo.r.

/

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

ganr."
Chappctto .said char confidence
is something chat has made Prati a
popular scudenr ar Richards. Chappccto said Richards draws its srudenr
population from four communities,
and !'rad could walk into anyone in
those cities and have a friend chere.
"He's a nice kid," Chappecco said.
"He's the kind of guy that's easy to
talk to. herybody loves chis kid
here."
Scorr Richey can be rea hed at 581
7944oratm hey@euedu

rheir la.st rwo marches 'lhat is something rht· tt'3m did not do even once
in its first 16 matches chis year ,1s
goals were hard co come by.
So next w<.-ek should be an mrercscing trip for the Panthers. They
bear Morehead Scare in the ream's
only regular season mccring, bur it
was in Charleston. A rrip co Morehead should make for a different
atmosphere and, as ir has been proven, anything can happen.
Co/Im Whitchurch can be reached at
581 7944 or or cfwhitchurch@e uedu.

'•'

torrent

7368.
-----------------00
2, 4. and 5 BR houses and 1 BR luxury
aJ'ilrtments. Great locations, very clO'\C.
www.gbadgerrentals.com 345.9595
-----------------00
2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Extremely clo<.e to
campus. Great Price! (217) 254-0754
-----------------00
2009/2010 school year. 3-6 bedroom
houst'S. Wa~her/dryer, AIC. off street
parkmg. 10 month lease. Call 273-1395.
-----------------00
Driftwood apartments now rentmg ior
2009. 2 BR, W/D, enclosed deck. Very
nice. S585/month. 217-276-4509.
-----------------00
Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments
renting ~tud10, 1, 2, and 3 bedrooms for
200912010. Very close to campus and
affordable rent. Call 345-6000. Email
lincPineAptCconsolidated.net.

~n1e New Dork ithnes Edited by Will Shortz
Crossword
ACROSS
42 Colonel's div.
r.--......,,.2--,"'°3
-.....,..--r.5:--

Eric's "Will &
Grace" co-star
6 Language from
which "divan· is
derived
11 Dunderhead
1• Thm as
15 Strand, somehow
16 Nickname for #6
on the Sixers
11 (See circles]
19 D D E • ww 11
oomm~~ . .
20 Well-dressed,
photogenic male
21 (See circles]
21 Delays set them
back: Abbr.
25 "No horsing
around!"
26 Negligent
29 A.B.A. member's
title
JO Burger order
31 "How Do
(1997 LeAnn
Rimes hit)
33 One pointing and
clicking
35 Oenophile's
interest
39 80, for Hg
Northern
Europeans
41 Start time for
many a military
mission

43 Check box option
14
on a Spanish
survey?
17
44 "Dream Lover"
singer, 1959
4'> CNBC news
topics, for short
41 Business with a
register
49 Paris's Basilique
_·Clotilde
so Language that
treats "dz" as a
single consonant
s1 Use a cell phone
outside one's
calling area
55 [See circles]
sa Recess
62 Dick
63 (See circles]
62
6S Egypt's_
Simbel historical
site
66 Defensive retort
68
67 Scottish child
68 Seedy sort?
69 Ma1ority of a
crowd at a Jonas 3 Having one's
heart set (on)
Brothers concert
4
Change
colors?
10 "I'm outta here!"
s Oliver Twist, for
one
DOWN
6Hi-_
1 Family pet in "Hi
1 Result of
and Lois"
overstrain
2 Former "ER"
s Concrete
co-star La Salle
9 Court huddles
10 Taken-aback
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
response
MA l E
B 0 11 Start of many
dedications
12 _·Detoo
n Finger of the
ocean
1s Forms a union
_ _ _ _-1 22 Program

net.

9

10

12

13

1

"°

-----------------00

Lincolnwood Pinetree Apartments has 2
bedroom apartments available. Call 3456000. EmJ1I LincPineApt@cono;ohdated.

No. 0918
8

A
L

A

.

PUZZLE BY MU<E NOTHNAGEL

Occupies an
44 Test sites
abandoned
-46 Handles roughly
building
48 Linguist Chomsky
26 Either of two
· guests on "To Tell so Relatively cool
red giant
the Truth"
21 Der _
(Konrad 51 Remain inactive
Adenauer)
s2 How actors
28 Deer
should appear
30 Garage job
s. Jazz's Carmen
32 Like some
56 Drop paper in a
candles
box, maybe
34 When flowers
51 Coll. major
bloom: Abbr.
59 Tex's neighbor
36 Crew members
60 Especially
31 "M'A'S'H"
co-star
61 It's about 21/2
times as high as
38 Feminizing suffix
Vesuvius
<40 Attention-getting
cry
64 W.B.A. finales
24

For answers, call 1·900·285·5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card, 1·800·814·5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
A Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
--+--R+E-N-i puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
1
X E R
Share. hps: nytimes.oom/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
1 solvers: nytimes.com/leaming!xwords.

SPORTS
BASEBALL I SPOTLIGHT

Fall series t

slugfes

White team scores
37 runs In three-game
sweep of Blue team

Ir KOnRICHIY
Sports Editor

Bmt Nommenscn was at the
torefiont of the White mm's o&a.she barrage in Eutem's Fall World
Saia. 1hc senior cmm fielder baited .(,f,7 with two doubles, two
home 111111 and seven RBis to lad
the Wbiee u:am to a duee-pmc
sweep ofcbe Blue u:am.
Nommcmen also dmr thRIC
walb, Wll bit by two pitcbc:s ancl
bad two singta ID go with bis four
odJa hiu CD IOUIC IO a 1.SS6 ....
ging ~ He dlcl not
mike out in tbe ~mies.
Freshman second barman Blad
Scbweigen. lmior third bueman
Leh Skidmore and junior ld't fielder Cun Radm all bit .500 tor cbe
White u:am and combined tor 17
bits, nine RBis and 14 runs scoml.
"Guys looked like they bad a really good plan in hitting,. Eastern head
coach Jim Schmicz said. "It looked
like a veteran group of bitters. When
they got a good pitch, they bit it.•
Schmicz said Nommemen
sb~ mon: consislmt po'ftf in tbe
&ll series. Nomrncmm was tied tor
second on the team with home runs
last season with fi'IC. He also bad

piu:bcr Mille Mudn was one of
better relie¥ai dming•cbe &ll
Mudn was a walk-on ·last year andl
did not play.
"Mille Martin just

n:allY waDUllf1

the ball,• Schmitz said. "He's like
(fOrmer Eaaan pitcher Tyler
don). He11 touch 88 (mph) a lot.•

Scbmicz said junior Ric:b.ie Da
bak would play as a daignated hitter
tor the Panthers this coming
in addition to pitching more. Der
bak WIS the Pantlias' smting aa;h..
er last yar after playing as a seco
bwman and a pitcher his tn:sbmanl
year.
"J thihk Richie is a 50-70 · ·
guy this
Schmitz said. '"1hari
an ami.. we ~t use afiu he was
fiabman All-American. We j
wamed 10 Ft a little dcpcb. Last
that's what conaibuud to our saoo

year:

four aiples and 18 doubles while
lciding the team with a .402 batting

avaase-

~

Sdunitz aid junior finr barman
AD Gee also bad a good &ll seuon
at cbe pm. Gee. who ~ tor cbe
Blue u:am, bad one home ran and
one double in cbe Fall World Series.
But Schmitz aid be bit well duougb
cbe &ll paaica
"He really hit the ball with pretty good authority the whole &11,·
Schmicz said.
Sdunitz said the Panthai succas this &II wu a dhea: rault of
the suaiess diiFetent Eastem players bad in summer b.ball leagua.
Nommcnsen, senior pirdier Bmo
Mondi, junior piu:ber Tyler Kdl- Relllf pltdllng • conmrn
n:r, senior third barman joldan
Schmitz said when IWlrm's saartKn:ke and senior right fielder Rpn m alre cbe moaacl he lmooiva be bas
Linclquilr.,,. all named All-Scaa in thRIC pla,as that QD duow 90 mph

Scott Richey tan be reached at
1flt¥1J1al .SHfd-.)tOeiLet*L

@The MOOSE
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WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY I SPOTLIGHT

Eastern has youth movement
Five of eight spots
on conference team
will be freshmen
By BRANDY PROVAZNIK

Staff Reporter
ln Tuesday's team meeting junior
captain Erin O'Grady addressed the
freshmen on the team direcdy and
cold them to forget the fact that they
may be young or new to che ceam.
"They aren'c new co racing and
they aren't inexperienced," O'Grady
said. "If they were chey wouldn't be
here. Everyone here on our collegiate Division I levd team is obviously talented and has something to
contribute."
O'Grady said it is great to have so
many freshmen on the ceam that are
doing well right away, and rhe Panthers just need to keep building on
that and keep the nerves to a minimum.
"I don't know what ir is really but
a lor of the girls were so nervous,
parricularly ar the beginning of d1e
season," head coach Geoff Masanec
said. "The anxiousness has scarred co
calm down in the last few meers as
che girls become more aware of their
abilities and more confident in whac
they are capable of."
Masanet said after che alumni
met early this season he had co sir
the women down and cell them char
being so nervous wasn't going co gee
chem anywhere, and chat they needed co focus on how prepared chey
were rather than all enc uncertainties char give them rhac anxiety.
Masanet said it is human nature
to be a Lierle nervous and mat it
is just che runner's job to work
through that nervousness.
"Nicole Flounders, one of our
best runners on the women's side
in the last few years, was almost

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Sophomore Caitlin Napoleoni, freshman Claire Dau, freshman Erika Foltys, red-shirt freshman Megan Gingerich, freshman Rachel Blisset, freshman
Brittany Arthur, freshman Jenna Wise and freshman Christine Saenz are all part of Eastern's women's cross country team's youth movement. Ten of
the Panthers' 14 runners are underclassmen, and five of the freshmen will race at the Ohio Valley Conference Championships on Saturday in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.

always a wr~ck before mcecs, bur she
still· got che job done and worked
chrougb it," Masaner said.
Many of the freshmen mis season
have become key contributors co
me team right away. taking up five
of me eight conference spots on me
roster for this weekend.
O'Grady said she is especially
proud of freshman Brittany Armur,
who did not run cross country in
high school, and has consiscenrly
been the Panthers' No. 2 runner for
the majority of me season.
Arthur said running at che college levd has been a big adjustment

"Nicole Flounders, one of our best runners
on the women's side in the last few years, was
almost a wreck before meets, but she still got
the job done and worked throughJ_t:'
- Geoff Masanet, Eastern head cross country coach

for her and her ceammares.
"A lot of us, myself included
for sure, get really nervous, bur we
arc doing a good job of running
through that and jusc doing the best

we can," Archur said. "Erin cries co
keep reminding us chat it is just a
race and all we can do is our best."
Masanec said while chis weekend
coming up is the Ohio Valley Con-

ference Championships he does not
want me women, or che men either
for mat matter, co pur so much
focus on che race. He said be doesn't
want chem co fed pressued and get
and get all worked up ahouc it.
"le is just another meet," Masanet
said. "I know chey are prepared, and
they know, or at least should know,
chey are prepared. They just need to
come out racing hard, conrrolled
and confident just like any other
meec, and the rimes should follow."
Brandy Provaznik can be reached ar
581-7944 or at blprovaznik@eiu.edu.

MLB I PHI LAD ELPHIA 4, TA MPA BAY 3

Phillies beat Rays to end 28-yearWorld Series drought
Lidge remains perfect
with save in deciding
game of series
The Associated Press
PHILADELPHIA - From losingest team co longest game, che
Philadelphia Phillies are World
Series champions.
Strange as that sounds.

Strange as it was.
Brad Lidge and rhe Phillies finished off me Tampa Bay Rays 4-3
in a chree-inning sprint Wednesday
night co win a suspended Game 5
nearly 50 hours after it scarred.
Left in limbo by a two-day rainstorm, the Phillies seesawed co their
first championship since 1980.
Pedro Feliz singled home che goahead run in the sevenm and Lidge
closed out his perfect season with

41 srraighc saves wichour a blown
saves co deliver the cide Philadelphia craved for so long.
"Ir's over," Phillies shorcstop Jimmy Rollins said. "It's over, man."
Bundled in parkas and blankets,
fans returned in force co Citizens
Bank Park and saw rhc city claim
ics first major sports championship
in 25 years.
It was among me mosc bizarre
endings in baseball history, a best-

of-seven series rurncd inco a besc-of3~ showdown when play resumed
in che bottom of the sixth inning
tied at 2.
In all. there were six new pitchers, three pinch-hicters and two
pinch-runners when play restarted.
Manager Charlie Manuel, whose
NL Ease champions clinched a playoff spot in the final week, guided
the Phillies' second overall championship in six World Series cries.

How much did Philaddphia fans
wane a champion to call ics own?
Well, che spores hero chey point
co wich me mosc pride wasn'c even a
real person - Rocky Balboa.
Yo, Adrian ... the Phillies did it!
Tampa Bay did itself proud, too,
until rhis final week. Baseball's besc
success scory this season, me worstto-firsc Rays played like me downtrodden Devil Rays from tbe past
decade.
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WOMEN' S SOCCER I ILLINO IS STATE 3, EASTERN 2

-

NATIONAL SPORTS

Comeback attempt falls short

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
South Florida at ancinnati I
6:30 tonight on ESPN

MLS
Otkago at New England
6:30 tonight on ESPN2

NBA
Houston at Dallas I
7 tonight on TNT

NBA

New orteansat Phoenix I
9:30 tonight on TNT

COLLIN WHITCHURCH

Panthers
prove

anything
is possible

to. He and I have had a relationship
since fourth grade basketball camp."
Chapperro said Pracl's decision
co play basketball in college instead
of football was shocking. He said
Prad comes from a football family
- his father Ron was a linebacker at
Michigan.
"Any other time ac Richards
where we had a basketball (and)
football player that could have gone
basketball (or) football in college,
chey've always gone football," Chappecco said. "Here's a guy from the
first family in Richards' football char
chose basketball."
Pracl decided in mid-September
he wanted to play collegiate basketball.
He received scholarship offers
from Eastern, Boston and Saine
Louis. Missouri Scace, Murray Scare
and Wright Scace also showed some
interest in Pracl as a basketball player.

It may not be likely, bur as che
saying goes; anything is possible.
The Panthers enrcr next week's
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament on a roll. Bue as the tournament's fifi:h seed, they have to over·
come several cop reams co achieve
their unlikely goal.
Eight of the nine years that
OVC women's soccer has been
around either the one or two seed
has won the OVC rournamcnt. The
lone cxc.cpcion was in 2006 when
four-seed Souchcasr Missouri took
the crown.
Thar bodes wdl for Eastern Kentucky and Murray Scare, who await
the winners of the two quarcerfinal
matches nexr Friday. The likely scenario would sec one of chose two
teams end next weekend as OVC
champions.
Bue this season has been anything but normal.
In the: prcseason coaches' poll on
Aug. 11, Southeast Missouri was
voted as a favorirc to win the OVC
tide. The Redhawks finished the:
season l-S-2 and in last place in the
conference.
Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
Scare were prcdicred to finish fifth
and sixth in the: OVC, respectively.
They will enter che conference tournament as the rwo and four seeds,
respcctivdy.
So the possibility of the Panthers
making it co the OVC Champion·
ship, or possibly winning ir, are still
unlikely, but possible.
After all, the Panthers are prerty familiar with siruacions such as
rhese. They have made it co ar lcasr
the semifinals of che OVC Tournament every year since 1999 and
have won che tournament five times
in char span.
.
Last season as a six-seed the Panthers upset third-seeded Murray
Scare 2-1 in overtime before falling
to Samford, who is no Longer in the
league, 1-0 in the semifinals.

»

»

AMIR PREUBERG ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore defender Danielle Flynn kicks the ball downfield during the Panthers' match against Southeast Missouri on Sunday at Lakeside Field.

Redbirds score
late goal to pick up
non-conference victory
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter
The Eastern women's soccer cCaJn
came back from an early cwo-goal
deficit, but a late score by Illinois
State freshman forward Jess Carlson
proved co be enough for the Redbirds as they dropped the Panthers
3-2 in Easccrn's regular season finale.
Sophomore goalkeeper Kaylin

Lorbert shutout streak ended at 348
minuces when freshman midfielder Natalie McCabe got the Redbirds
on the board in the 11 ch minute.
Illinois Stace added a second goal in
the 28th minute when sophomore
forward Alyssa Shulz got a second
shoe past Lorberr.
"We just weren't as sharp as we
needed to be to scare the game," said
Nowak after the loss. "We competed a lor bcrcer after che first 30 minuces."
The Panthers were able co tic the
score ar 2-2 before the first half ended. Senior defender Lindsey Wilken-

ing. who played as a forward in the
game instead of on the back line,
scored her first career goal in the
4 Jst minute off a pass from freshman midfielder Ashley Eck. Three
minutes lacer Wilkening assisted on
sophomore forward Kaitlin Sullivan's second career goal in the 44th
minute.
"The cwo goals we scored were
very nice," Nowak said. "They were
cwo good finishes and gave us some
momencum going inco the second
half."
Wilkening said she was happy co
get her first career goal bur disap-

pointed char the tCaJn wasn't able co
come up with chc victory.
"Ir felt reaHy good," said Wilkening about her score. " 1 was really excited and it was a goal that we
needed, bur unfortunately ic didn't
come out our way in the end."
After allowing two first half goals,
Nowak brought in junior goalkeeper
Jenny Williams for che second half.
Nowak said char the reason for playing both goalkeepers was in order to
get chem both some action before
next week's playoffs.

»

SEE SOCCER, PAGE 9

MEN'S BASKETBALL I SPOTLIGHT

Top 20 prospect from Illinois commits to Eastern
Panthers solidify inside
presence with state
champion forward
By scon RICHEY
Sports Editor
Shaun Prati received scholarship
offers in May from Illinois Stace and
Indiana Stace co play college football.
The 6-fooc-8, 2 I 0 pound eight
end/wide receiver from Oak Lawn
Richards High School was named
a South Suburban AJl-Conference
selection as a junior and was an honorable mention All-Scace selection.
He also received some interest from several football programs
induding Colorado, Penn Scare,
Michigan Stace and Illinois.
Bur Prad won'r be playing college
football next fall. Instead, he will be
on the hardwood at Lantz Arena,
as he verbally committed Tuesday

COURTESY OF RIVALS.COM

Oak Lawn Richards High School
senior Shaun Prati verbally com·
mitted to play basketball at Eastern on Tuesday.
co play basketball ac Eastern for the
2009-10 season.
Richards head coach John Chapperro said a number of factors led
Prad co selecting Eastern instead of
Boston or Saine Louis.
"I chink when he went down co

Eastern one of the funniest things
chat happened right away was he was
walking and ran .into five co six guys
char knew him," Chapperro said.
Chapperro said Pracl also made
a good connection with the rurrcnt
Eastern players.
He said Eastem's youth was one
of the concributing factors co Prad
connecting with them. The Panthers
have four freshmen and two sophomores on their roster.
"He liked the face that they're all
young," Chappecto said. "He knows
char these are guys that he's going co
be with for quite some time."
But the person who sealed the
de-al might have been Eastern assistant coach Chad Altadonna.
Chappecto
said
Altadonna
attended Prad's football game on
Friday against Argo Hjgh School,
sac in che rain and endured a lightning delay.
"The coaching staff has been
just grcar to him," Chapperro said.
"That's something Shaun really looks

SEE PRAn, PAGE 9

SEE WHITCHURCH, PAGE 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
VOLLEYBALL
Friday at Southeast Missouri
7 p.m. - Cape Girardeau, Mo.

I

M& w CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday at ovc Championships
1Oa.m. - Cape Girardeau, Mo.

I

I

FOOTBALL
Saturday vs. Murray State

VOLLEYBALL

I

1:30 p.m. - O'Brien Stadium

Saturday at SIU-Edwardsville
4 p.m. - Edwardsville

MEN'S SOCCER

I

Saturday at Missouri State I

7 p.m. - Springfield, Mo.

